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~enewals b~ginnl,ng with the nezt number of the H Week-
ly" and eztending to Jan. I, 1881, $1'.50. 
Including a Binder, ' ·1.5 • 
- Eztending to sumnner vacation, ;58. 
Including a Binder, .68. 
Benewalsfor one year, including a Binder, if sent be-
-fore July 1, 1880, ' $2.00. 
/ The California Spirit of the Times h~s the following: 
CANCELING FIlACTIONS. 
The rule which discards the fraction of a &econd in proving eligibility we 
consider a ve,ry good one, and are somewhat surprised that the Chicago Club 
have decided not to follow it in receiving the nominations for the July nieet-
ing. It is true that if one is a record it shou~d li,kewise he a bar, but in one 
case the horse is entitled to the advantage whtle It does not do any harm In 
the other, as all are governed by it. So long as time is the basis qf handi. 
Capping trotters, or, more properly speaking, classifying them, the !egistering 
of fractions of a second is a good move. 
We wonder what new departure in education this is. If 
Charles Francis Adams. Jr., lived in San Francisco, no doubt he' 
would explain it to us. "If one is a record it should likewise be 
a bar," sounds well enough, but what has it to do with the pro-
cess of cancellation? "Handicapping trotters, or more properly, 
classifying them," is a curious business for educators,to be in, and 
"registering the fractions of a second" implies a new system of 
school book-keeping for which no blanks are prepared. 
EMPTY HONORS. 
THE practice of claiming undeserved honors ' and con fen ing undeserved titles cannot be too stronglY 'condemned. , By 
it many of the clearest and most honorable words in our lan-
guage are rendered meaningless and ridiculous. The bogus de-
'gree conferFed by alumni-seeking colleges are an illustration. 
.Wartby men who have earned these degrees by hard work are 
oft~n ashamed to acknowledge them because the same degrees so 
often advertise the mountebank. , 
The misuse of the term "professor" is a case of calling things 
by their wrong names in a manner ~ost shocking to modestia~d 
honesty. The ·teacher. who is neither too presumptuous nor fond 
of flattery has little use for the distinction. The majority of 
persons whp use it have no conception, of its meaning, perhaps 
never saw a person entitled to be thus honored. They utter it 
simply as a meaningless euphonism to tickle the vanity 0f each 
upstart they chance to meet. Every traveling minstrel and lec-
turer, every exhibitor of slight-of.hand or of the magic lantern, 
ad vertises himself as "Prof.," and as such is greeted with respect 
by the gullible public. The horse trainer, the barber, the scissors 
grinder have all assumed the title 'and we come to look with re-
spect upon, the boot-black because he has kept aloof. When 
such has been the prostitution of this honorable title we wonder 
why the principal of the village school and the tutor of the coun-
try academy should be proud of the dlstin.ctioll it gives. ~er­
tainly those eminent instructors and original thinkers to whom 
the honor of this once noble word justly belongs can care no lon-
ger to see its abbreviation prefixed to their names. Would it 
not be to the credit of the true teacher to cease to apply it to . 
his fellows and to cease to smile benignantly upon those who 
apply it as an ephithet of adulation to hirmelf? May not teach-
ers give it over to those who, have brought it into contempt, and 
content themselves with no more titles than has the lawyer o"t . 
the merchant or the farmer? 
STA7E AND COUNTY. 
A.t the last meeting of the Chicago board of education an ex: 
hibit was made by Insp.ector pelaney of amount~.of ruoney paid 
by the county_ to the state, the amounts' paid by the 'state to the 
county, and theexces~ ofamou,nts paid by the county ,oyer 'amounts 
received from the state for each of the years x-814-S-6-7,'tshow-
ing a totallos3 to the county during the four years named 'of ' 
$482,875 ' 36. Therefore it is important to the school interests 
of Chicago and of Cook county that the enumeration of persons 
living therein who are under the age of 21 years be full, 'com--
plete, and accurate in the census to be taken next June by the 
United States authorities. " 
It is well enQugh that Cook county should aim to get as ~uch 
of the state tax dividend for school purposes as she can, and to 
this end a thorough canvass should be m\lde and as full a census 
taken as the facts will warrant. But in the above showing th'ere 
is a fallacy that· should not pass unchallenged . The fallacy lodges , 
in the word "lost." Cook county may have paid nearly half, 
a million more thail she .' received, but she -did not lose it an)t '-
more than a , man loses a dollar which he puts into to the con-
tribution box at church, or loses the taxes which he pays for the 
maintenence of government. Calling such money lo'lt and act-
ing on that theory would be subversive of the whole public school 
system as organized at present. If it is money lost to the county 
to ~ay more to the state for school purposes than it re!2eives fr6m 
the state, it is money lost to the individual t'l pay more school 
tax than the pro rata Qn hi~ children's education amot,lllts to. 
Sjlch reasoning would relegat'e our schools back to the old "dee-
'striCt' j system and rate: bills. 1'he theory af our sy~tem is that 
property should educate the children. Education is. an element 
of; ci viI order, and civil order makes ' t~e existence , of pr.o~rty . 
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possible. It is the business blocks and-the broad acres and the 
factories and railroads that pay the school tax, and it is as con-
trary to the spirit of our school system to have Cook county 
grumble because she pays more to the state than she receives from 
the state, 3S it ,would be in a railroad to refuse to pay its taxes 
because it has no children to send to school. 
tailment of expenses was·not aided by a reduction in t~e salary 
of any relative of the superintendent. 
It is the true policy to compel the rich portions of the country 
, or state to educate tlte poor sections, to make the bright places 
illumine those that are dark. Instead of limiting the scope of 
this' idea it should be extended . . The principle is now recog-
nized as being appropriate to the state only. A more enlighten-
ed policy would make it natural. There is no doubt that Mr. 
Delaney's motive is good and that. a larger quota of" the state 
money will fall to Cook county through the measure which he 
Pi'S inst-igated; t>ut if the idea that seems to possess him were to 
prevail generally and be carried to its logical conclusion, there 
would be no such thing as a public sohool system, no such thing 
as taxing the wealthy for -the education of the children of the 
poor, of teaching the indigent youth at the expense of bach-
elors and the childless. 
This showing is now published in order to justify the increase 
of salary asked for by the office employes principally, who are 
not in any sense teachers. The superintendent asks for an in-
crease of salary to the amount of $450, and to support his demand 
he shows how he has shaved the salaries of the mass of teachers 
since 1877. No increase worth mentioning is asked for the rank 
and file, orily an addition of $50 for such as have been teaching 
three years. A scheme of principals' salaries has been evolved , 
by whlch some of the best men in the schools will receive $750 
less per annum than they received for 187,6, a reduction of 34 
per cent; whereas the superintendent has manipulated a weaksis-
ter of the Board so as to get him to recommend that his salary 
be-raised to $3,750 or within $250 of what a competent superin-
tendent got in 1876; which involves a reduction of only 6}i per 
cent. No doubt the superintendent is a good financier, . but it 
would appear from this that his cleverest work is done in his own 
behalf. 
CHEAP LABOR. 
A COMPARISON OF EXPENDlTURES. 
The following is a sb"tement of the cost of public schools during the past 
. school year in some of the large cities of the country. The first column ex-
hibits the cost per pupil in m!mbership blsed up>n the salaries plid teachers . 
The second col~mn shows the entire cost of instruction per :pupil based upon 
current expendttu.re for all purposes, inclusive of salades: 
Tuition or For all 
. . salaries of current 
C,/its. teachers. expmditure. 
Boston .... : .. .. ... ... ... . .. .. . ..... .. .......... . ....... .. ........... . $2508 $35.07 S~n !ran~lsco ........... , ... . ................................. ..... . 25.00 31) 90 
CIncInnati ........... ... ........................................ .. .. . 19.68 21.33 
New Y~rk .. .................... .. ...... ...................... .. ..... 1965 21.57 
St. ~Uts ......................... ... .. ... ........ . .............. : ... 16.73 18.73 
Baltimore ............... ... ................ .. .. ...................... 1660 20.32 
Cleveland ............. .. ... .. .. .. .... .. .. :..... . .... .. .... ..... . .... 14.42 19.20 
Mi!waukee .. ... ......... . ...... .. ..... .. ......... .. . ; ...... ........ : 14 00 15.88 Chlca~o .... , . .. .. .... .. ........ .. ... .... ...................... .... ... 12.10 14.42 
Durin~ the school-year 1875-'6 the teachen of tbe Chicago public scho·ols 
were pal~ '588,721, or $15 .... 6 per pupil, and durin~ the school year 1878 - '9 
the salanes were '529,164, or $12,10 per pupil, or $59,556 less than was 
. paid three years before, although the Increase in fte ' number of 
eachers and pupils had been very large. The teachers' pay-roll fQr 
the month of June, 1876, was ,60,361; the pay-roll for June 1879, ' 
'55,536. -The ·pay-roll Cor January, IR80,' was $57,204, although the 
increase in the number of pupils &ince 1876 has been , nearly 10,000. 
:rhere are now 900 regular teacbers, and, exclusive of Principals, but inclu-
sive of teachers in High Schools, the average salary paid teachers is only 
$,575. 
By urgent solicitat\on the superintendent of schools secured 
insertion of the above in the Tribune of Monday. It is not any-
thing for the city to be proud-of; it merely shows what we have 
repeatedly said to be true, that the "teachers of Chicago are the 
most abused corps in any respectable city in the United States. 
The cause of the teachers' salaries in this city being reduced 
below those of Milwaukee was the onslaught made on the schools 
f;om '74 to' '77 to ~crowd in the present superintendent; the 
stringency of the city's finances was merely the occasion Qf the 
movement. The exhibit shows that the teachers for June I8'Z6, 
received ,60,361, although there ·were only about seven hundred 
of thein, while for January,1879, they received onlY'57,204, 
although there are uow 900 on the force. 
Of course- this sweeping reduction was made by lowering the 
salaties of bhe lady t~~h~rs~ b~~ . i~ ~~!\ curious fact tha~ the cur-
This shaving of the many for the benefit of the few is an out--
rage, and is usually practiced at the expense _of the deserving 
and defmseless, the persons who do the work and are not in a 
position to cry out against injustice. When the pruning-knife is 
applied their salaries suffer most) and when an increase is order-ed 
the heads manage so to divide the margin among tnemselves 
that the portion of tl;1e workers is small to the degree of ,infini-' 
tessimal. There are natural causes for this, but the fact is never-
theless inequitable. As between officers and privates" the privates 
must suffer, and as between men and women the women have to 
take the hard work and the low wages. Under pretense of ecan-' 
omy, last September a clerk in the office was dispensed with, but 
the new scheme of salaries adds to ·the emoluments of the re-
m~ining office help more than twi~~ the sum paid to the one that 
was lopped off. Not only this but .the work of the'office is very 
much behind. The report that should have appeared in August 
is not yet out. It is doubtless for their service in suppressing 
the report, which might open a field for criticism, that the fo,rce 
of the office are to have their pay increased. . 
, 
A NEW OFFER! 
A BINDER FOR EVERY RENEWAL! 
To every subscriber who will send us two dollars before July 
I, 18Bo, we will send a first-rate binder for the WEEKLY, and ex-
tend his subscription one year. -This does not apply to new sub-
scn·bers. ' We believe in renewals. Most publishers make their 
best offers to new subscribers, but we prefer to, favor those who 
have already shown their interest in the WEEKLY and become 
our friends by subscribing for if. 
New subscribers are acceptable enough, but we prefer to re-
, tain a tho·usand nam'es on our list rather than exchange them for 
a thousand new ones. 
So get a bi~der which will preser~e the papers, as· they aFe. 
publis~~~, simply by sending us yonr renewal before the 01<:1 
subscnpnon runs out. .. 
Or, if you have recently renewed, or can not now spare _ the , 
moneY"send $2.00 for some one else, who is not a subscriber,. 
and we will sep.d the paper to hini and the binder to you. 
. IEii"'The Binder mentioned above is a new invention and not 
yet obt~inable from the manufacturer. WeshaU probably not be 
able to send out any for a month yet, but credit will be given ·for, 
alII renewals after this date, and the Binders fOFWarded as earq-
as possible. ' •. . 
.J.-
, . , , 
. ' 
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FACES. 
OUTLINES OF Ii. NEW SYSTEM OF PHYSIOGNOMY. 
By FRANK B. SCOTT, Artist. 
IJHYSIOGNOMY is the interpretation of the law of expression' 
I It is not confined to the muscles of the face but relates also 
to the rigid parts, as the frontal bone, the jaw, the chin, etc. It 
,also includes the general form of the cranium: It has a ,,:ider 
signification and applies not only to 'the head but also to the 
body and especially to the neck, which connects the head to the 
body. Its highest signification however is in its relation to the 
face as being the center of all expression-animal and mental. 
Comparative anatomy is the key to Facial Expression. There 
'is a great deal of nature in IlUman nature. So much does one 
reflect the other that many naturalists sup'pose man to be only a 
development from some of the lower forms. Leaving those ques-
tions to others, it will be our object, rather to illustrate his nature 
than to speculate on his origin. Whatever may have , been the 
process or h9~ever long the periods occupied in reaching the re-
sults; or whether he were created in a moment of fime; his con-
constitution is the same.- • 
" A man's a man for a' that." 
He is no less the work of an intelligent Creator, nor are his 
faculties any less adapted for the enjoyment of eternal things. 
In man we see t he connecting link between the natural and 
spiritual. ' By virtue of this alliance a physical form is given to 
his 'mental powers, and every passion and every power is mani-
fested by a corresponding configuration of body, face, and 
br'ain. ' 
THE 'HUMAN FACE. 
The face, occupying an intermediate posltlOn between the 
body and the brain, is an interpreter of both. The face stands 
for the whole person. Its highest form is the expression of the 
divine. Animals low in the scale of being have no face. Where 
there is no skeleton, though there may be a head, there will be 
no face. The Cuttle-fish with its large and powerful eyes, being 
almollusk, has no face; its eyes are placed behind its arms. 
THE FIVE SENSES. 
The face is the seat of the five senses. There is an evident Of-
der in the position of the organs; those relating to the body. be-
ing nearest to the body, and those relating to the brain, nearest 
the brain. 
, Touch is more or less diffused through the whole body:, giving 
the sense of feeling, of hot and cold, of hard and soft, 'of heavy 
and light, etc. It, i~ the least specialized of any of ' the senses, 
in this resembling the lowest animal forms, which have no spe-
/ cial ergans and seem to be all touch. ' 
The sense of touch is represented'in the face by the lips. In 
the animal kingdom the first attempt towards 'any special organ 
is to form a temporary pair of lips. 
[Perhaps it is this gives the charm to a kiss! ] 
The mouth is the 19west organ in the face, and it is the neaf-
est related to our first wa~ts; all animal structure is built up from 
food. In harmony with this order the first perma~e!lt special or-
gan in the animal kingdom is a mouth. 
, Taste has its seat in the mouth, principally in the tongue. It 
is not affected by objects at a distance but requires actual con-
tact, thus 'coming second, in order to 'touch,~we 'must touch be-
felle we can taste, 
, Above the mo'lith is the nose. With the mouth we taste savors; 
with -the nose we smell odors. -Flavors 'are intermediat~'T'the 
nose assisting the mouth in recelvmg the impressions. While 
taste requires actual contact, we can smell objects at a distance 
by particles conveyed in the a~r. 
The nose by the reception of air represents the lungs, as the 
mouth by the reception of food represellts the stomach. Tog~ther ' 
they represent the great vital agent in the laboratory of nature, 
the nostrils represe~ting the oxygen in the air, and the mouth,.-
the hydro-carbon and other compo~nds in the food. ' 
A little higher than the opening of the nostril, and set further 
back is the opening of the ear. The ears' are set so far back; -
they are not considered as part of the face. Stri<;:tlY . speaking 
they are on the boundary line, adapted more especially to hear ' 
from behind while the eyes are looking forward. 
H~aring differs from smelling in there being no particles con · 
veyed. Sounds are produced by vibrations of the air. Music 
is a harmonious combination of sounds. ' . 
Sounds are conveyed greater ,distances than odors; we can 
hear the canon roar further than we can smell the powder. 
Sounds are nearer related to 'the intellect than odors; music 
has more meaning than clouds of incense. 
Highest in the order and occupying the noblest posltlOn-un- ,'<, 
der the arch of the brow-in the immediate vicinity of the 'brain 
-is seated the sense of sigQ,t,-"the eye sublime," an almost in-
tellectual sense. The other senses are confi~ed to this world; 
we never tasted, smelt, or heard anything in the stars or the 
moon, but-with the eye we can "gll1-nc~ from earth to heaven and , 
heaven to earth. " Blot out the gift of sight and we blot 'out ,'" 
nine-tenths:of all human knowledge. _ 
In seeing, the impressions are, not prodllced by vibrations of , 
the 'air as in hearing, hut by the undulations , of rays of light., A '. 
bell hung in a giass receiver exhausted of the air can produce ', , , 
no sound, but it is none the less visible. 
, With the eye we not only examine every object on; this earth, ' ~ 
but we carry our explorations into illimitable space. Then ry the 
telescope and the microscope we increase our power of vision, 
many thousand fold~ ~nd we not only resoive th~ nebu1re ~f the 
milky way' into distant suns, but we discover a hidden world ot '~ 
wonders at our-very feet r . 
We have now the five senses presented in the following pro-
gressive order: 
TOUCH with the lips. 
TASTE with the tongue. 
SMEJ.L with the nose. 
HEARING witnthe ears. 
SEEING with t~e eyes. 
We kno'V more by tasting than by teuchmg, we can smell f,ur-
ther than we can'taste; we can hear fttrth~r than we can smel1~ 
and we can see further lhan we can hear. 
But after we have by the most powerful 'telescope brough(wi-th~ 
in the range of our vision the most distant orb yet discovered) 
there is spmething stIll-higher,..-by the power of THOUGHT ;we 
reach far beyond and conceive of other orbs yet more distant; 
and others beyond them! We ca~ think forther tlzan we can' 
t 
suo 
Thought, then, is higher than sense, ,and it occupies the high~' 
est position; the forehead is the highest part of the face. "The 
full"fair front" is higher than "the eye sublime." 
, ~ S'O ,commencing with the ,mouth as the lowest organ In "tqe,-' 
face, and tbe first ' specialization and most ~eneral characteristic ' 
in the animal !cingdo~, we ascend to the forehead ~ the highest ' 
, part of the face, and representing the bI:ain as the last, : the least' : 
, ~enerali an4 ~hC?' hi?hest s,peci~ization in all natUre. , ' 
" 
• I 
I , 
, . 
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A STARTING POINT. 
There is unity in nature. As a mouth is the first 'special organ, 
it. holds the first place in each progressive series of developments 
discoverable in the animal kingdom. It is not only first in the 
order of the Ol~ans of sense; it is the first point of departure in 
m9rphology, in the advance from the simple to the complex; 
·a mouth is the center from )Vhich the first limbs radiate; a mouth 
is the point of conjunction in a monogram of the highest and 
aDd lowest vertebrates; a mouth is the point where the first dis-
tinctly traced nerves have their origin; a mouth is the organ of 
speech,-:m exclusive gift distinguishing man from the b.rlite ; 
and a mouth is the true starting point in forming the higher es-
timates' of facial expression. 
~ 
THE LAW OF EXPRESSION. 
There is a definite law of expression-so definite that it can 
~e demonst!ated by a few simple outlines. 
Here we do not see the eye-the light of the body, the win-
dows of the soul; the greater part .of the cranium is not given, 
yet in these imperfect outlines everyone recognizes at a glance 
vast differences in the character delineated. 
HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS. 
The bridge of th!! nose and the point of" the chin are human 
characteristics. Dogs and monkeys have noses, but they have no 
bridges to the nose. They have jaws but no chin. Some· of the 
apes have rudimentary chins. The lower races of men have 
large jaws but not good chins. Only the higher races of men 
have well formed chins. 
In the Roman nose the bridge is carried to an extreme. Yet no 
nose is so much admired as th!! Roman. 
"0 nose, I am as proud of thee 
As any mountain of its snows; 
I gll.ze on thee and feel that priele 
A Roman knows!" , 
Though the chin is so important a part of the face, it performs 
no function-it is not an organ, as the mouth or nose. · Yet itis 
al.! important in expressing character. There ~ever was a reallv 
great man with a really poor chin. . 
_ . This will' be further explained in a future article. 
HO W TO REA». 
By JOSEPH COOle. 
S' AMUEL JOHNSON says that "interest is the mother of at~ , tention;" but attention is the mother of memory. To se-
cu~e memory, therefore, secure its mother and grandmother. It 
is' a very co~mon and fa~al error to neglect this grandparent. 
When one is absorbingly interested in a theJIle the mind becomes 
strangely receptive, 'and ,draws to itself, as a magnet gathers up 
ir~)n filings, all information within its reach as to the topic in 
, hand. The best rule for the acquisition and the preservation of. 
information is to make the mind magnetic by acquiring profound 
. interest in a theme. Possibly .your intellectual enthusiasm may 
. limit itself to one topic' for a long while. A specialist may be-
, ~ome lyme-eyed" and yet, by reaso~ of exclusive attention to a 
-, 
single subject, also remain wall-eyed. Endeavor, therefore, to 
excite in yourself two en'thusiasms, in order that there may be, 
both a north and a south pole in the magnet of your intellect-
Two subjects will be likely to draw into connection . with them-
selves a range of reading which will be something like what the 
Jordan is in the northern half of the Dead Sea-a current of per-
fectly fresh water in the midst of bitter waves. You may have, 
as Ruskins says, c.'a little island of your own with a grove and 
spring in it, sweet and good," while the waste, howling ocean of 
the world's useless information rolls around you. 
Personally I have learned to rely on the margins of the books 
that I read as being themselves my best note-books. Of course 
I am speaking now only of the volumes which are my own prop-
erty. These I am perhaps scandalously free in marking, and so 
every ordinary volume that I have in my library becomes a note-. 
book. If one indicates the important and more important and 
most important passages in a book, even if it be only by one or 
two or three lines in the margin, and if one then makes it an in-
flexible rule to commit to memory /r01J1. every o'ne of the volumes 
thus marked all the three line passages, he will very soon find 
that hi's annotated volumes are in his head. In committing to 
memory the three line paSsages--I should advise everyone, as I do 
myself, to oblige himself to review 'I.nd pretty nearly commit to 
memory the two line and tne one line passages. These may not 
be numerous in some volumes, and yet in works that are only to 
to be read with the fingers are worth memorizing. 
It is said that Carlyle reads on an av~rage a dozen books l1-
day. .Of course he examines them chiefly with his fingers, and 
after long practice is able to find at once the jugular vein and 
carotid artery of any aut~or. Johft Quincy Adams was said to 
have "a carnivorous instinct for the jugular vein" of an argu-
m!!nt. In discussing the secret of memory, we first have interest 
inducing attention, and then the skill given by experience in find-
ing the jugular vein. My habit is ,to mark on the inner margin · . 
all the passages with which I disagree, and thus many volumes 
wh,ich I am obliged to read are transformed into thorn· bushes 
full of spurs to debate, The shelf of my library on which I have 
<:ollected the chief infidel- writers' works of the last hundred years 
holds volumes plentifully marked in this way. The three-line 
passages I have committed to memory as being enormous and 
most mischievous errors. This plan of marking volumes can be 
made very elaborate, and every reader must invent his marks for 
himself . . My enthusiasm led me to have altogether too elaborat<t 
a system of marking; but at present.J ani convinced that for my-
self I need only six marks-those for important, more important, 
and most important passages, which I mark ,on the outside mar -
gin, and th06e for erro~, and more and-~ost important errors, 
which ~ mark on the inside. I turn down the leaf at the top of 
the page for the first-class passages that are to be memorized, and 
at the bottom for the second·rate passl1-ges. Standard books I 
like to b~y in portable arid compact and yet cheap editions, on 
which I can use my pencil without sacrilege. I always go.through 
~ book, fastening in mind the places marked, when I !fave fin-
Ished the first journey, . .' 
A word now as to note~books, and volumes that you do not 
own.. Of course a borrowed book cannot be marked, and prob-
ably m that case Channing's method is the best one-to read-
w~th slips of paper between the leaves . . In his pigeon h.oles these 
~hps of paper, on which he made notes as he read were arranged ~ccording to the subjects and as they accumulat~d from year to 
year; and when he was engaged' upon any particular ·topic they 
, - , 
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ccurilUlated with gre"t rapidity. I am obliged to read exten-
sively in libraries not my own, and my plan is to 'make notes on 
common paper with a margin turnea down at the left-hand side. 
r never put j more than one subject on one piece of paper; and 
every week or fortnight the slips thus obtained are filed or 
pinned together according to the subjects. Thus my note-book 
thickens; but, if convenience requires, can be unstitched and re-
arranged. It appears to me to be foolishn~ss to keep ordinary 
note-books in thick, bound volumes which cannot be taken be-
fore a public assemoly, or used in separate parts. .I am obliged 
to carry note-books with me on the railways, and aI)1 always 
provided with the simplest form of note paper. Of course these 
leaves can be easily put into the form of note-books which can 
be rearranged if necessary; and I find it best never to bind them. 
r wish often to unbind them. A passage which I think I shall 
quote ip. print from any book I am accustomed to write length-
wise of the paper-that is, from the bottom to the top; a passage 
I think I shall not quote I write the other way. All slips written 
- fro'm bottom to top are first class matter; and I can easily take 
them out of my note-books and put them into manuscripts in. 
tended for the press. I am obliged to do this sometimes in great 
haste, and find it important to hav~ my note-books Uilbound'. If 
.1 had to keep notes in bound volumes the infelicity of tearing 
out-leaves would be unavoidable, as there would be no time for 
copying. 
But the results of reading are best preserved by communicat· 
ing them' to others. Let young men be taught to ke~p common-
place books, and especially to converse concerning what they 
read: I am not a friend of very large attention to debating so-
cieties by young men advanced to the ' higher stages of college 
training; but in the academic period-the years for preparation 
for college and especially in the days of the country academy-
it appears to me that.a youth with any tendency toward public 
speaking should be encouraged to enter school debates and the 
best lyceums in order that he may communicate to them the re-' 
suIts of his reading. No one is so likely to reJUember what he 
reads' as he who reads with a purpose of advancing some good 
~ause by communicating his information. If a yeung man in-
tends to enter the profession of law, or theology, or to become a 
lecturer, or author, or editor, he has before him such a career 
that he should begin early to imitate Edmund Burke in constant-
ly working out trains o( thought. Let him make notes, early, in 
. , his commonplace books, and he will find that years before he can 
face tne public he will have accUlpulated many suggestions likely 
to be of great service in his professional career. Mr. Emerson's 
essays are gathered from his journals. So were Goethe's and 
'Monta'igne's. So were Thoreau's. In a railway train at one sit-
ing I once read through three of Mr. Emerson's essays b.ackwards. 
'rhe paragraphs are selected from his journals, and are often ar-
ranged in no logical connection. Mr. Alcott says that he once 
J found Emerson in his study engaged in shuffling a set of manu-
- script extracts from his journals in order that.he might determine 
the order of the paragraphs in an essay which afterwards became 
celebrated. It is a Co.cord theory that the very finest writings 
must be grown in the orchards of journals. . The preservation of 
the reslllts of reading in journals is to be commended to young 
men 'of literary taste, and yet journal-writing may easily be made 
to minister to vanity, self-consciousness, and individualism of a 
mischievous species, ' and if carried far enough may mislead even 
a powerful man into ego-theism. But I am now speaking of a 
"journal m~ch like a commonplace book, and can recomm~nd, as 
one good means of securing the resuIts of good reading, a daily 
~ .. " I " , . -
or weekly expression of one's thoughts as to the subjects exam-
ined, and the collection from those entries of the best passages 
into essays, after Mr. Emerson's method.-Chrislian Unitnl. 
RECREA'IIONS IN BIOLOGY.-V. 
PROF. S. CALVIN, Iowa State University. 
THE first warm days of Spring start into activity such myriads of slumbering specks of living matter that the owner of a: mi: 
croscope,-ifhe have any inclination to biOlogical studies-need '" 
be at no loss for profitable recreation. Every wayside pool &oon 
swarms with life; everywhere organic matter leaps into active , 
being under the gladdening and quickening influence of the re-
turning sun. If we would keep up with the grand, annual un-
folding that is just beginning to take place in nature and would 
follow the life-histories of ever so few of the countless objects that ~ 
are worthy of attention, we should begin at once. ,Even if our 
home be beside the northern boundary of our most northern 
states, where Spring comes tardily, and brook and pond remain 
locked in ice till far on in the season, we need not wait, provid-' ':-, 
ed we can get access to the aquatic plants beneath the ice or can _ 
fill our bottles with the gree~ algre from some hillside spring. -
By keeping our tanks in a warm room we may anticipate the 
summer. The germs of a h\!ndred unsuspected things wilJ be 
gathered, and in the light and warmth that surrounds our study 
table they will soon make 'ready to surprise and delight us with 
their strange forms and stranger accoutrements for carrymg on 
the work of life. 
In the hope of finding microscopic creatures that we particu-
larly desired to see in certain stages of development, a wide 
mouthed jar was partly filled with le;t.ves, algre, and submerged ' 
objects of various kinds from a neighboring spring. The desired . 
objects, unfortunately, could not pe found, but the jar stood on 
the table, and in a day or, two we had a royal exhibition of creat- ' 
.ures that, though familiar enough, are rarely found in such 
magnificent profusion. A thick, jelly-like scum, in which were ' 
mingled shades of green' and gray, appeared upon the s.urface. A ' 
drop transferred to a slide showed that it was a mass of m'icro- " ' 
scopic plants and animals in various stages of development and 
manifesting various degrees of activity. There were multitudes' 
of Ch/Q1"ococci-little green specks, classed with plants and con-
structed entirely of a single cell. Many of them were quiet,-
resting, the bi.ologist would say,-and were snugly packed by 
threes and , fours in dear, transparent cases. Others were free' 
and ' active, sometiIlles spinning round and round like a top, 
sometimes dancing about with a peculiar, oscillatory movement, 
or again shooting bac}t and forth ' through the water with great 
energy, rapidity, and precision. Chlorococci are readily kille<? '- -
and stained with iOQine and then their orga:nization, so far ,as it ,-
can be seen at all, may be leisurely studied. The wbole plant is 
a little pear-shaped or globe-shaped body with a depse coat '"n 
the outside, an abundance of chlorophyl within, and the living 
matter-the protoplasm, or bioplasm as ' it is frequently '<;,aIled 
with perhaps greater propriety-produced through an opening in 
the outer coat and forming .from 'two to four delicate cilia, the 
organs by which the varied movements of the plant are executed. 
Very soon, if left to take their natural course, the little plants 
cease their gyrations; they settle down quietly, withdraw their 
cilia, and in a little ,while the protoplasm in each , s~parate plan~ • 
divides up into a number of 'parts. The outer caat enlarges ana 
becomes unusually transparent, while each -pan within becomes 
spherical and produces a~ coat for itself. 'By ' 'and by- the outer 
" -
~ . 
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coat breaks up; the contained spheres are liberated and go danc-
ing off to spend their little period of activity in preparation of the 
work they have-in hand, the perpetuation of the ,species. And 
these little beings, tiny as they are, have to encounter hosts of 
e,nemies; they are liable to be overcome by all sorts of accidents; 
the humble sphere in which they move affords them no immu-
nity; their own insignificance do~s not release them from bearing 
their part in the universal struggle fo'r life. "Nature, red in 
tooth and claw," is much the same in all spheres of organic act-
ivity. Facility to eat other organisms and avoid being eaten 
seems to be the one condition of success. Let us say, however, 
to the credit of Chlorococcus, that it is entirely innocent of any 
crime against life. Its living substance is made from inorganic 
compounds. A table spread with water, ammonia, and carbon 
di-oxide affords it bounteous provision. It may stand ready to 
utilize more or less of these compounds as they come directly 
from ,decomposing organic matter, but life is never wilfully de-
stroyed. ' 
Along with ,the Chlorococci were myriads of Stentors that were 
I regular giants in their way, and yet they were very much smaller 
than the Stentors observed at the last exercise. They were pres-
',' ent iri every imaginable form. There were long trumpets stretch-
ingJrom side to ·side or the miCroscopic fieltl, engaged in the or-
~inary occupation of collecting food. The spiral cilia around 
tile head were kept revolving vigorously, and the great mouth 
stood ever open 'to receive"any cha~ce morsels that the currents 
might -bring within its reach. There were innocent looking, 
globular masses of 'protoplasm, but they were only shapes that 
I. 1,.: , any of the trumpet , forrns could assume, with sudden snap, on the 
least irritation. There were elongated, oval bodies, sailing about 
in, the most dignified man'ner,but they only illustrated the fash-
,ion among Stentors when they betake themselves, to travel. 1 here 
\ , 
, were~ most grotesque looking shapes arising 'from the various 
st~ges to which the process of transverse fission had progressed, 
combined with the different degrees of contraction and peculiar 
relative attitudes of the two resulting parts'. When fully stretched 
'o~t, there were, .in some cases, the ordiI1ary crown of cilia at the 
h,ead and another cil'cle of cilia marking the beginn,ing of a new 
head near t'he middle. In 'other cases, the development of the 
head had aavaneeci far ~nough to make a de~irled offset, and each 
segment formed a trumpet, the anterior one having its small end 
resting' on one edge of the expanded disk of the other. On con-
tracting or assuming the position for swimming they took on forms 
that jt is needless to describe. 
2\s to the matter of food Stentor seems to be somwhat indif-
, ferent. Any small organic particles that can pass the mouth and 
short throat are perfectly acceptable, Some were seen that had 
made a meal of smaller ,animalcules, but the larger number were 
fairIy gorged witlt the small spheres of Chlorococci. Thus it is; 
the plant prepares protoplasm for the benefit of itself and its off-
spring; ~he an~mal siezes the living matter 'and uses it to perpet-
uate its own life and species. 
. Some near relatives of the Sten,tor, known as Vorticella, were 
"I '" ,also p~esent on the sam,e slide. Though usually few in number 
, . 
" at' any pne time, they: are 'yet among th~ most common of the 
infuso'r'ill. No one, can use the microscope I'Qng without finding 
them. Little bell-shaped creatures they are, of the most delicate 
finish, with a spiral tow of cilia a~ound the margin; ~nd mounted,-
,. moutn. upward, on long, 'slender, thread-like stems. Each stem 
has ~ c9re of highly specia1iz~d, co.ntra~tile protopiasm, aitd the 
' .. little creature, in ~earch of food, reaches out to the very limit of 
its stem, works its cilia \vith 'all the en~rgy it can command, and 
so produces a perfect whirlpool, a vortex , in which the circling 
currents sweep all floating particles towards the mouth. Let dan-
ger be apprehended, let some coarse object so much as touch tRe 
sel'lsitive cilia, and instantly our tiny bell collapses into a tiny 
sphere and the contractile stem, with je.rk as sudden as the re-
bound of a highly strained spring, shortens into a close spiral 
coil and withdra}Vs the body, with a movement too rapid for the 
eye to follow, from the scene of possible danger. The life-histo.ry 
of Vorticella, its habits of feeding, its methods of reproduction, , 
even its organization, are all so simila: to what have been de· 
scribed in our ,observations on Paramecium and Stento'r that it 
will be unnecessary to go' farther into details. It will be sufficient . 
to say that though each individual Vorticella is just a single cell, 
it is yet a strangely modified cell, with different parts specialized 
for the performance of particular funct'ions. We have seen the 
high degree to whic'h specilization has been carried in the sterp, 
and the perfect adaptatIOn to use, found here and in other parts 
of the animal, justly entitled the V orticellre to take rank at the. 
very head of the infusoria. 
But that was not all. There were numbers of curiously organ. , 
ized Rotifers pushing and elbowing their way throug~ the mass 
of micorscopic life. As compared with Stentors and Vortice,ua, 
the Rotifer is a wonderfully complex piece of 'apparatus. Two 
wheel· like sets of whirling cilia agitate the water and collect the 
food. A well defined alim~ntary system may be traced through-
out the body. A pair of powerful jaws, working like a rock 
crushing machine, stand at· the entrance and grind the minule 
particles as they pas~ on into , the digestive tract. Such is the 
diligence and energy with which they work that we may not be-
permitted to say that these jaws ,"grind slowly," but it will be no 
departure from the truth to say that "they do · grind wondrou~ 
small." Very perfect muscular, nervous, and reproductive sys-
,terns may be made out. The young are produced from eggs, and, 
in the species under consideration, they remain and develop in 
a sack connected with the ovary until they attain half the length 
of the parent. It is no uncommon thing to see' the young in the 
parental sack revolving its wheels' and working its )aws with as 
. much pe}:severance' as if its living depended upon the success of . 
the performance. " 
Stentor and Vorticella may be taken to illustrate the perfection 
of development attainable within the limits of a single cell; Rot· 
ifer, ranking with Articulate animals, will' help us to understand 
how much teal complexity of organization may be compri~ed 
within a me~e microscopic point. ' ' 
The other creatures, lllant and animal, that jostled each other 
in every field of the i~strument on that one slide, will havet o 
pass umioticed. Nature is altogether too rich, life is altogether 
too profuse for us to give attention to every interesting form. 
OUR BOSTON LETTER. 
, BOST-ON, April 8, 188,G. 
BOSTON is just waking up from a sort of Rip Van Winkle sleep, and rub- -,bing h~r eyes open to the fact that her schools are not exactly the first , 
in the country, notwithst~ding the vast amount of money which is spe ton 
them yearly, and the start in point of time and experienc.e which she has had 
over her sister cities of this' fair land, in the matter of {.ducating youth. In 
fact ahe began.to hecome dimly cOlls~ious that she was' getting into 'the ruts of 
old-fogyism some three or four years ILiO, and forthwitl). reduced her school-' 
co~mitte~ from its formerly unwieldy body to a conve!lient numbel', p.nd ap-
pointed a~ half a dozen' eXJ5e9Sively~saiaried sup~rvisors whose business it . 
h~ been~ as far as we can ip-ake o~,t, to try, experiments. They l;Iave tried 
m~y, ~lth many, results, but o~e experiment, at least, seems likely to be pro- . 
- , 
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duc:.tive of good results, and that is, the new system which has been introduced 
into our primary schools during the past year; of throwing away the text-book, 
the alphabet, and oral spelling"and substituting the "word system," by which, 
through the medium of writing-on the board by the teacher and on slates by 
all the children-spelling, grammar, composition, and more or less of geog-
raphy, history, natural history, and various arts and sciences are t~ught simul-
taneously. All this to the delight of the children, who are neit kept in the 
old-time rigid order, and think it is fun, and somewhat to the despair of the 
teachers. 
"I like the idea extremely," said a very successful and popular young lady 
teacher to me the other day; "I always wished some such system might be 
adopted; you kno~ I always hated the olcl routine by which the children were 
made so many-little m Ichines and we teachers the cranks by which the com-
. mittee turned them! But I wish we need not be expected to do impossibili-
ti~s. Now, before tQe new system was introduced, I always had good pen-
manship; there was not a slate in my classes that I "ras afr~id to show. But 
now that the children are taught and encouraged to write anything and ev-
erything as soon as they enter the lowest class, of course they form bad styles, 
and how is it to be prevented? .In public, they tell us that it is no matter how 
the child writes, so that it means somethiug to him, but in private they. come 
• around and examine the slates, and look solemn even if they do not actually 
find fault, because the penmanship has degenerated I" 
Well, the latest acquisition upon the board of supervisors is Col. Parker of 
Quil).cy, who has had control of the wonderful model schools of that town, 
and perhaps he can shed some new light on the subject. 
Two late propositions for economizing the school apprepriation of this vear, 
w.hich is uncomfortably small, are meeting with a deal of opposition in various 
quarters. One is to omit the usual Musical Festival of the schools this May. 
The other is to drop the Director of Drawing, Mr. Walter Smith, and let the 
teachers of the various classes teach the art undirected and uncontrolled. 
Ju; it nears the end of the school year, and vacation looms up in the near 
future, the question of such great interest to every teacher, :where and how 
shall it be spent, recur. with even new zest. The European towns which 
have been recently-made a feature of the summer by the well-known ~usical 
director, Dr. Tourjee, attract a great many who, until this way of traveling was 
opened. up, looked toward the other half of the world with a .vague longing, 
as being amtlDg the impos8ibili~es. Especially to ladies..is this manner of 
traveling a god.send, for while it is utterly out of the question for a lady to 
start on a European journey alone, she can join one of these.parties with ab-
solute certainty of excellent company, entire protection from all danger and 
annoyance, and of making the most of her time and money. As to the money, 
there are so many different tours laid out for the coming summer by the Doc· 
tor, that one can choose more or less according to length of purse and ideas; 
'280 will give Scotland, England, Holland, Belgium, and France, and one 
may stay over in Paris or London at will. Switzerland is added for another 
hundred; Germany and Northern Italy for another, and Southern Italy' with 
all the rest for $600. Or there is a shorter tour over the whole route for $475, 
called the' Swiss-Italian tour, which is a temptation indeed. Of ' course ev-
erybody knows that these sums cover every expense of traveling and hotels 
(first class), carriage drives in the cities, fees, etc., etc. There are extra in-
ducements this season, to go abroad, among the chief of which are the Sun-
- day School Centenary and the Handel Triennial Festival, to be held in Lon-
don iJl June, and the decennial "Passion Day" at Ober-Ammergau. . 
There has been a recent excitement here as to unsanitary school·houses, 
which ' has' resulted in improvements in drainage and ventilation in a few 
buildings. And the old question of discipline came up last week before the 
committee, as the result of a complaint lodged against a South Boston teacher, 
who has been in the habit of making her little girls stand for hours without 
any support, as punishment. Finally a child fainted and hence the exposure. 
Much to the disappointment of many, she was not discharged, but there is no 
probability that ~he will "ever do so any more." , H. 
-In the No,.,h Amtrica1: Rtvitw for May, ex· Judge Jere S. Black con· 
tinues the very interesting series of papers on the Third Term Question be· 
pn in the February number. His article is entitled "Gen. Grant and Strong 
Government." Mr. Le,lie Stephen writes of "The Religi)D of all Sensible 
Men," and speculates. on the prospect of that religion displacing the present 
creeds of the multitude. George Ticknor Curtis continues his series of arti· 
cles -on "McClellan's Last Service to the Republic." Francis H. Underwood 
contribut~ an essay on R. W. Emer;on and his writing, ; and an anonymous 
writer labors to show that the United States Government cannot, consistently 
with the Monroe Doctrine, permit the co'nstruction of an American Isthmian 
~, unless the Same shall-be controlled solely by cis·Atiantic Governments" 
'. 
A GA RLAND OF SPRING FROM THE POETS. 
Arranged by MISS S. P. BARTLETT. 
SPRING. 
Not till the freezing blast is still, 
'TIll freely leaps the sparkling rill, ' 
And gales sweep soft from summer skies 
As o' er a sleeping infant's eyes 
A mother's kiss-ere calls like these, 
No sunny gleam awakes the trees, 
Nor dare the tender flowerets show 
Their bosoms to th' uncertain glow. 
Dip'down upon the northern shore, 
Oh sweet new year, delayiug long; 
Thou dost expectant Nature wrong, 
Delaying long j delay no more, 
What stays thee from the clouded noons, 
Thy sweetness from its proper place? 
Can trouble live in April days, 
Or sadness in the summer moons? 
Bring orchis, bring the fox glove spire, 
The little speedwell's darling blue, 
Deep tulips, dashed with fiery dew, 
Laburnums, dropping wells of fire. 
Oh thou new year, delaying long. 
Delayest the sorrow in my blood, 
That longs to burst a frozen 'bud, 
And flood a fresher throat with song. 
Now fades the last long streak of snow; 
Now bourgeous every maze of quick 
About the flowering squares, and thick 
By ashen roots the violets blow. 
Now rings the woodland loud and long, 
The distance takes a lovelier huE', 
And qrowned in yonder living blue 
The lark becomes a sightless song. 
Now dance the lights on lawn and lea, 
The flocks are whiter down the vale, 
And milkier every milky sail 
On winding stream, or distant sea. 
Where now the sea· man pipeS or, dives 
In yonder greening gleam, and fly 
The happ'y birds that change their sky 
To build and brood-that live their lives 
Fr<;lm la~d to land; and in my breast 
Spring wakens too; and my regret 
Becomes an April violet, 
And buds and blossoms ~ith the rest. ' 
WORK. 
- Tennyson. 
A hurried housewife is the busy spriug, 
For long she slept; and now awak~ ah me !_ 
A thousand things she has to oversee 
And flutters round forever on the w.ing.' -
So many birds to feed in morning hours, 
To wake and dress so many bedded flowers 
So many rumed leaves to wash and wring , 
Shake out, and on the pendent branches string 
And then with sunbeams mop up all the show~rs > 
And make her toilet for the coming June! ' 
Yon robm ~ees her, worrying warm about, 
Pauses a moment in his idle tune, 
And glances up and down as if in doubt-
Then whistles, more provoking than devout. 
.-Prof. H. 
A shady freshness, 'chafers whirring, 
A little piping of leaf-hid birds;' 
A flutter of wmgs, a fitful stirring, 
A cloud to the eastward snowy as curds. 
- 7 tan Ingdow •. 
Lo! in the middle of the woo'd 
The .folded leaf is wooed from out the bud 
With winds upon the branch, and then 
.Grows green and broad, and takes no care. 
- Tmnys01I. , 
" i 
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I feel a newer Tife in every gale; 
The winds that fan the flowers, 
And with their welcome breathings fill the sail, 
Tell of serener hours; 
Of hours that glide unfelt away 
Beneath the sky of May. 
The spirit of the gentle south wind calls 
F rom his blue throne of air, 
_ And where h.is whispering voice in music falls 
Beauty is budding there ; 
The bright ones of (he valley break 
, Their slumbers and awake, 
The waving verdure rolls along the plain, 
And the wide forest weaves, 
To welcome back its playful mates again , 
' A canopy of leaves; 
And from its darkening shadows fl lJats 
A gust of trembling notes. 
Fairer and brighter spreads the reign of May, 
The tresses of the woods 
Witb the light dallying of the west wind play; 
And the full brimming floods, 
As gladly to their ioaI they run, 
Hail tbe returning sun. -Pacival. 
THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
FRIDA Y AFTERNO)N DIALOGUES AND RECITATIONS. 
PAUL'S VIEWS AT EIGHT YEARS OF AGE. 
(To be spoken by a boy of eight or nine years.) 
What's that you say? "She's only a girl/" 
Well, so much the better for that; 
Her, eles are the prettiest I ever saw; 
- Just look at tbem under her hat! 
'she talks in the funniest broken way; 
"Just as I did once?" well, who cares! 
I never could smile the way she does, , 
Ot~pit-a-pat ov-er the stairs. 
I wonder at girll, I do, Jim PooI-
Let me try as hard as I will 
To put my feet down easy and 60ft, 
They will pound and thump down still ! 
And I never yet tried to close the door 
As gentle as sisters will do, 
That it doesn't go 6ang and shake the house. 
That's queer-"it is just so with you ?" 
Well, Jim, we are boys, only boys, you -see, 
And inclined to be noisy and rough, 
But _that little sister she just tenches me-
0ne look of her eyes is .enough I 
I can't tell you just why, but as true as you live, 
I am better since she came here; -
She's only a girl, I know, Jim Pool, 
And I'm only a bOy, that's clear. 
:My mother was once a girl like her, 
And she's just as good as gold! 
What's that? oh, nonse.n'se, I know Jim Pool, 
"My mother will never grow oil!" 
What's that? "Fah e hair-and tee h ~he will have ! ' 
Go home, Jim Pool, I won't play 
Witl,l a boy that says my mother d.-ar 
Will ever be old and gray. 
But never min~, Jim, yo~ ain' t to blame; 
Y?u'v~ no sister or moth~(, you see, _ 
And If mme shopld be ugl¥, wrinkled, and lame, 
She would always,be mother to me. 
GEOGR'APHY AND HISTOR Y. 
In the ~pper Il"ades the teaching of geo~raphy.' and history in connection ' 
, wilh current events leads the child to a knowledge of the: world in a manner 
• tharis both pleasing and entertaining to him. For:example, 'l~t the daily pa-
-. per be judiciously culled by the teacher, and the principal items of local, ne... 
tio~, ,and foreign news placed OD th~ \I~boMd and discussed by th. teacher 
, ' 
while the pupils' locate upon -thelr maps the several places referred to. By 
this means the pupil is familiarized with the main events transpiring in the 
great world that lies outside nnd beyond all text-books and play.grounds. 
Trade winds and latitude and longitude are as plain·as day to the boy who, 
with an intelligent teacher, has followed General Grant around the world 
from New York to San Francisco and home again to the Atlantic, but to the 
boy who gets his knowledge of ge9graphy only from the text-book, these 
things are vague and mysterious. The· pupil who has traced out li"pon 
his map the proposed route of the Nicaraguan Canal finds an interest in geo&,-
raphy which does not usually attach to a cape, an isthmus, or an archipelago, 
and so on. This exercise brings into play all the mental faculties of the pu-
pil ; his powers of observation are trained; his thinking becomes nccurate; 
he begins to form opinions, and, grasping generalities, he is not confined to 
details; hIS faculties for acquiring information are no longer circumscribed by • 
the four walls of the sch)ol room, but he reachei out and in his acquaintance 
with the world he becomes a cosmopolitan. 
The use of the daily_paper as a text· book, in the hands of the teacher, can 
not, in my opinion, be overesti~ated. It C<ln b! mlde as serviceable in the 
school room as in the counting house; as useful to the boly whose 6pecula-
tions and stock consist in av~rages and f1I~rits attainabl~ in his class, as to the 
capitalist whose white winged Argo>sies follow the Gulf Stream around the 
globe.-G~org~ y. Lucky. 
NOTES AND QUERIES. 
To C ORRBloPONDB"TS :-Make qu~ries and an",:ers short as possible, and clear., Do not 
write them on the same paper with other matters, br.1t always on separate slips. and on but 
one side of the paper. Put but one subject in a query or in an answer. Refer to previous 
queries by number anC! page. EDITOR OP N . AN Q. COLUMN. 
No. IS. Who is''lneant in Tenny.on's Dr~am of Fair Women -by the lines 
"Ere I saw her who clasped in her last trance 
Her murdered father's head ?" 
H.F.M. 
ANs.-Margaret, oldest and favorit dauter of Sir Thomas More, who was 
put to deth, or, as the poet says, "murdered," by Henry VIII. Margaret, 
(Mrs. Roper), had an extraorqinary fervent_ admiration, affection, anq rever-
ence for her -father. Sir Thomas was executed July 6, 1535, and his hed was 
exposed on London bridge; but Henry made these ghastly troties of his Iyr-
anny so rapidly that room was soon wanted the~e for more heds, and the old 
ones wer thrown into the Thnmes; hence after fourteen days, Mrs. Marglq"et 
contrivd, by skilful use of money, to obtain this relic, and kept it unburied 
till her own deth, when it was placed in her arms; and, at her own request, 
it was buried in her embrace. Dil. WILLARD. 
No, 16. Who was James III., -spoken of in the novel Put Yourseifill His 
Place, by Chas. Reade? , L. D. 
ANs.-When James II. of England died (1701), his son James ; Edward, 
younger brother of Queen Anne, was at once , proclaimed King of Englnnd 
by Louis XlV., as James ilL, and was so recognized by all the Jacobite p,ar-
ty. The insurrections of 1715 nnd 'l73S wer in his favor. He was called 
the Old -Pretender. His son Charles Edward, the Young Prc:tender, is called 
in the same novel Charles 111.; and Charles Edward's brother, Henry, Cardi-
nal YlJrk, called himself, from 1788 til 1807, when he died; Henry IX. -
, DR. WILLARD. 
MATHEMATIOAL- DEPARTMENT. 
Editor-DAVID KIRK, Jackson, Minn. 
GRAVITY., 
Ollr excuse for alluding to thIS subject is found in the mathe-
matic~l aspect of the mysterious force, and the criticism of the 
Newtonian theory, by Rev. Loomis, of New York. 
Newton, though a very great man, was not infallible; His 
theory of light, the corpuscular, has given way to a- better theory, 
the undulatory. ' 
Nevertheless, it is dangerous to criticise his theory of gravita-
tion, tho~gh :l little notoriety may reward- th.e man th~t seeks to 
overthrow it. The force of gravity-may be viewed in two ways; 
first. as to the I method of its operation, and the ~athematical 
laws concer_ning it; second, as to what it essentially is. As to 
, 
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• the laws governing this force, it is safe to say that they were ac-
_ curately stated, and demonstrated by Newton. In regard to the 
nature of gravity, we are all in the dark, or at least somewhat 
ignorant. Newton did not undertake to say what gravity is, but 
an examination of his writings will show that that great man had 
- in his mind the very ideas of the nature of gravity which are held 
by ,the modern teachers of the doctrine of the correlation and 
conservation of forces. 
In his second letter to Bentley, he says: "You sometimes 
speak of gravity as essential and inherent to matter. Pray, do 
not ascribe that notion to me, for the cause of gravity is what I 
do not pretend to know." And in the third letter he says: "It 
is inconceivable that inanimate brute matter should, without the 
mediation of something else, which is not material, operate on 
and .affect other matter without mutual contact, as it must do, if 
gravitation in the sense of Epicurus be essential and inherent in 
it; .and this IS one reason why I desire you would not ascribe 
innate gravity to me. That gravity should be innate, inherent, 
and essential to matter, so that one body may act upon another 
at a distance, through a vacuum, without the meditaion of any-
thing else, by and through which ' their adion and force may be 
conveyed from one to another, is to me so great an _absurdity 
that I believe no man who has in philosophical matters a compe-
tent faculty of thinking can ever fall into it." 
Perhaps the individuals who criticise the Newtonian theory of 
gravity forget that the law is not the same within a sphere that 
it is outside. We have no space to devote to this, but if anyone 
knows what gravity is we shall be pleased to hear from him. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
Will you please send through the WEEKLv;the solution to the :lIst problem, 
on page 228 of Robinson's New E!ementary Algebra, which reads as follows: 
"It is required to divide the number 14 into two such parts, that the quotient 
of the greater divided by the less may be to the quotient of the less divided 
by the greater as 16: 9. " It is under the head of pure quadratic equations, 
we cannot solve it except by affected quadratic.. Will you plell5e solve it by 
the _former. SCHOLAR. 
TAMPICO, ILL. 
The above may be solved as follow; : Let x = one of the parts, say the 
greater, then 14-X= the less; and according to the conditions of Ihe problem 
we derive ,the proportion 
x 14-x .. 16 
14-x : x .. : 9 
Now, instea<t of converting the proportion into an equation by making the 
product of the means equal to the product of the extremes, which is the usual 
plan, and which would produce an affected quadratic, let an equation be 
formed by making one ratio equal to the other. This will give 
x' 16 
(14-x )' = 9 
Extracting the square root of each member glves x = 4 from 
. , 14-x 3' 
"pich we find that .'t"=8 . . ' . 14-x :=6. 
-----------------
A cprrespondent from Fort Scott, Kansas, sends a number of useful com-
pound interest formulas which we can not give for "hnt of space. What we 
asKed for is a formula 'based on the supposition that interest is compounded as 
often as it accrues, the time being divided into an infinite numher of intervals' 
This correspondent sends the following problem, said to be a real transac-
tion: A held a mortgage for $ 1,200 payable in 3 equal annual installments, 
mterest at 7 per ' cent payable annually. Two months after date he sold to B 
, for present wortb, interest at 12 per cent. Required the proceeds. 
" 
' Rev. J. M. Arnold, D. D., the founder of the Methodist Book Depository at 
Detroit, has sold his inter,est in the 1:usiness to John Willyoung, formerly con· 
nected with the Depository in Buffalo, N . Y. , and more recently a partner 
with Dr. Arnold in the Detroit business. Dr. Arnold will still edit the Mick-
igan Advocate. 
- , . 
THE NORMAL QUES!,IOf"~BOOK-PRICE $1 .50. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
The followin2 testimonials will show wh.at the educators of the country 
think of the N ormal Questiotl B ook. 
"Book received-Like it first·rate- Just excellent-Prof. J. K. Kidd, 
Kiddridge, Mo. 
"I am convinced tbat the Normal Question B ook will prove a valuable 
auxiliary as a text-book accompaniment. The independent scope of its Ques-
tions and Answers gives it actual worth."-R. Boyd, Quaker City, O. 
"I have received the Normal Questiotl Book, and after a pretty thorough 
examination of it, I am prepared to say that it is a treasure of great worth. It 
is equal to a small library and ~o teacher or student ca~ afford to be withOUt 
a copy of it.-J . E. Reynerson, Tuscola, Ill. 
"I received the Normal Question Book. I am more than pleased. I did 
not think. I was to get so much for so little. It is the best thing I have seen, 
and think it 'just the tiling.' What terms do you give agents? I think so . 
well of it, I am going to get every one I know to subscribe for it."-Prof. A· 
J. Wilson, Mamaroneck, N. Y. 
"The Normal Question B ook is the best thi~g I have seen for examination 
of applicant .. for School Certificates and excellent for review of studies and 
classes."-C. F. Sanders, Commssioner Public Schools, Scotland Co., Mo. 
"Your Question B ook received, and carefl1lly examined. I like it. It wiJlr ' 
aid teachers to get out of the ruts of one-3ided que3tioning; ~nd be of great 
help to candidates; also the examiner. The idea of having the authority of 
each answer appended is a good one, and tl)e first for a book of the kind. 
Again, the questions are broad and embrace the leading pnnciples of the dif-
ferent branches, as are considered the more difficult."-Prof. T. C. Clendenen, 
Newman, Ill. 
"The Normal Question Book just received, is an invaluable volume for 
teachers. The' arrangement is logical and satisfactory; the question well se- , 
le.:ted , and the answers full and lucid."-Hon. Robt. M. Lusher, State Supt., 
New Orleans, La. . 
, "Your Normal Questi01z Book has gained quite :i. reputation as a book most 
excellent for county superintendents, examiner;, teachers, and educators."-
M. H . Sherman, Territorial Supt. of Pl1blic Instruction of Arizona, Prescott 
Arizona. • 
"The Normal QuestiOlZ B ook is a valuable book for teachers, and thQse 
proposing to teach, to prepare themselves for that profession, as it contains oyer 
3,000 questions and answers, upon the subjects usually taught in our public 
schools, taken from the best authors, and systematically arranged for easy 
reference. I would respec.fully commend the above to the teachers of our 
public scho:ll, as a valuable assistant ' in preparing themselves for examina-
tion! '-B. H . Todd, Co. Supt. Pub. Ed., Benton Co.,ldiss. _ 
The above notice was published in the Benton County (MisS.) Argus. 
"The N ormal Question B ook containg over 3,000 questions and answers 
prepared expressly for the use of teachers in reviewing for examination. Also . 
for the use of schools in monthly reviews. This book comes nearer an-
swering the purpose for which it is prepared than any other we have exam-
ined. Scores of young teachers in our state would find it a great help in their 
p.reparation for those awful examinations. It is a volume well bound in cloth, 
containing over 400 pages and will be sent by mail for $1.50." The Eclectic 
Teacher and Southwestern Journal of Education, Louisville, Ky. 
"The Normal Question Book contains' over 3,000 questions and answers, ' 
taken from the best authorities on the common school branches, arranged in a 
systematical and philosophical order; with an appendix of Outlines on Map 
Drawing, on Infinitives and participh:s, Analysis in Grammar, o~ P!:rcentage 
in Arithmetic, on Theory and Practice of Teaching, a scale of Criticisms; 
Hints and Suggestions 011 the Preparation of Mss., Rules anrl Regulations to 
be observed during Eoc:aminations, &c. It was prepared expressly for the use 
. of teachers ' in reviewing for examinations. The book is useful' in many re-
spects, and is well worthy a place in the teacher's library. It has. alreaqy, 
reached a tenth edition, and we are gla 1 to learn thM the demand for it is in- - -
crt'asing."-The Teacher, Philadelphia, Penn. -
Thousands of other notices equally as meritori.1 u, could be given but the 
above are sufficient to answer any purpose, and to convince the 'most skepti-
cal that the work is not only what we chum for it, but is even more than we 
have ever clallned it to be. 
The notices as you~ee have been selected from all pa$ of the country and 
from representative men and papers. 
Agents wanted to ~e1\ this ~reat work .. 'Yrit~ for terms to 
S. R. WINCH.ELL & CO. 
CHlCAGQ, ILL. 
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THE STATES. 
MINNESOTA. -Considerable ill feeling has been engendered in Winona, and 
needless damage done by certain letters written an,)nymously to the R~pu6Ii. 
can and the Chicago In/~r Oua" charging the faculty of the school with exces-
sive demands on the students' time and physical powers. ' The first letter of 
compl~int was written to the Repu61iccn, by an "Anxi01as Mother," but the 
next day frankly and fully retracted. The b'/~r Oc~an correspondent, "Be-
ta," then reiterates the first charges of "Anxious Mother," quoting from her 
fir5t letter, but unfairly omitting to state that she had published a retraction of 
the sam~ on the next day. Some time subsequent to this Hon. Thomas Simp-
son, president of the Board of Normal Regents, wrote to the bzler Ouan an 
,official statement of the facts, from which we quote the following: 
"These facts alone are sufficient to show the unfair and malicious spirit of 
the entire <;ommunication. T,his attempt to charge the death of the student, 
Mr. Mott, upon the management of the schools is both cruel and mendacious. 
Mr. Mott had, some years before, suffered an attack of apoplexy, and was, 
therefore, predisposed to its return; he was, at the time, in uSllal health, and 
it is the testimony of his attending physician that the second attack, from 
which he died,was in no way connected with, or caused by, his school work. 
This is also the opinion of Mr Mott's relatives, especially of his sister, who 
was, at the time of his death, and still is, a student in the school. It is no 
disparagement to former administrations of the school to say that never be-
fore in its management has so much attention been given t? the establishment 
ot wise and judicious plans of recitation and study. There is at present a 
much better degree of general health, vigor,and regularity of attendance than 
before known in the history of the institutionY 
The lnt~r. OC~at, characterizes "Beta's" course in sending that paper quo-
tati9ns from the first letter of "Anxious Mother" without the next day's re-
traction as "contemptibly mean," and the editor of the R~pu6/jcan, in an ar-
ticle ot some length, says: 
"Inasmuch as this grave charge against a public institution was calculated 
to do much harl}1 if permitted to stan d without investigation; we have en-
deavored to ascertain how far it was based upon fact, and the result, we are 
gratified fo kIlOW, by no means tends to substantiate the apprehensions of our 
, well meaning but over-anxious correspon dent. • • • • It is proper, to 
J ada that all the regulations and influence of the school, as well as the con-
'stant personal advice of the principal and teachers, are, there is reason to be· 
lieve. directed toward the formation of the most reasonable, judicious, and 
systematic habits of study and work on the part of the pupils." 
It is 'to be regretted that any pretended friend of the institution should al· 
low his personal feelings to blind his eyes to its best interests to such an ex-
tent as to persistently assail it through the public press, and to do ~ under 
an assuined name. The WEElotLY is cognizant of most of the facts in this 
case, as well as others similar, and regrets exceedingly that anything has been 
published to the damage of so grand and successful an institution. The nor-
mal schools of Minnesota are doing a noble work, and it ill becomes anyone, 
especially,one who pretends to be friendly to the caUIe which they serve, to 
cast a public slur upon their character or management. if they have faults, 
there are sUitable ways to seek their correction-but one of them is not by 
writing ano~ymoUs letters :If assault to papers of large circulation published 
in another state. We have the testimony of Professor Tousley, one of the 
official visitors, who recently made a careful examination of the school in 
working hours, which was published in the Winona Rpu6lican as follows: 
If After the oJlening exercises Prof. Tousley was called upon for some re-
marks. He stated that he had not before had an opportunily of visitillg the 
Normal School and had known but little of its workings. He had become 
' very much 'Interested and now very much regretted that he could not remain 
lonlter. He said: "I am surprised and delighted with what I have seen and 
heard. I weigh carefully my words. and repeat that I am surprised and de-
light~d with \he work which I find is being done in this institution.' Prof: 
Tousley, a:dded emphatic expressions of praise regarding the beautiful build-
ing, its museums and laboratories, the evident ability and earnestness of the 
faculty and the apparent zeal of the students' He did not wonder that, with 
such surroundings and such students, the teachers were able to do the work 
_' he had seen 'in' every department. He also gave the students some very plain 
!-Bd practical suggestions -as related to their present studies and future work." 
Harper's Young People has been adopted by the Hastings board of educa-
tion for use in the p1;lblic schools. We understand that this weekly paper is 
to supplant ~e rea~ing books, in the schools .of that city. 
. Supt. Phelps, 'of Winona, in his last monthly report, argueS strongly; against 
admitting pupils to the public schools under six years of age; he would cut 
01J the first year of the course by abolishing the D primary schools and es~b. 
Ushing'in lieu thereof an efficient system of kindergarten training under proper 
JUlU'dl and securities. He 41so ,recommends the shortening ot: the school 
. year f~om forty to thirty-eight weeks. 
~ ' Miss ~ma Jewell, of Litchfield, Minnesota, has tele~phed Belle -Coo~, 
= 
the California equestrienne" accepting her challenge to ride a twenty mile 
race for $I,SOO a side, the time, place, and details to be settled.by mail. 
The graduating exercises at the Mankato Normal School wc..re attended by 
a very large concourse of cilizens. Gov., Pillsbury and nearly all the mem-
bers ofthe State Normal Board were present. Hon. Edward Searing, whom 
rumor says is to succeed to the principals hip of this institution, was present 
upon the platform, and at the close of the exercises delivered extemporaneous-
lya clear, masterly address. There were 2S graduates. Prof. John delivered 
a very able address to the class. He closes a term of seven years service 
with much honor, and enjoying the esteem of all friends and patrons of the 
schoo!. 
The ladies of the Methodist churches in the city of Winona have 
inaugurated a plan to secure the erection this year of a building upon the 
grounds of Hamline University for about fifty young women students, and to 
be under the charge and directions of the authorities of the schaol. This 
plan has receiv~d the unanimoui and hearty sanction of the board of trustees, 
a~d yet is outside of and independent of any plans of theirs for .furthering 
the interests of the institution. 
The theory of the article~ of association is to extend the burden of raising 
the money to erect this home to a great number of persons, and thus lighten a 
work whicli· otherwise would seem formidable. The parent association will 
have its place of operation in Winona. 
Article First-The undersigned membCJs of ' the Methodist Episcopal 
churches of the city of Winona hereby associate themselves under the name of 
the L1dies' Hamline University Home Association. 
Secon~-The purpo.e of this association is to raise a sum of money not less 
than $S,OOil from the female members of the M. E. churches within the 
bounds of the Minnesota conference, to be expended in erc:cting a suitable 
building upon the university grounds to be used and occupied by young wo-
men students attending the university. 
Third-The principal m~thods of this association in carrying out its pur-
pos~ shall be to secure by personal effort, by cilrrespondence and circulars, 
the formation of auxiliary societies in every' pastoral charge of the M. E. 
church in Minnesota, and secure an olJering of $1 from every female member 
of the church in the stat~, provided that no plan for raising the money shall 
have been adopted which has not first met the appronl of the conference agent 
of Hamline University; and provided further, that no funds raised by an auxil-
iary society shall be used in defraying any of the expenses of this association. 
Fourth-The offi~ers of this association shall be a president, recording sec-
retary, treasurer, and an executive com'llittee of six members. The duties of 
the officers shall be such as us'ually pertain to such ·offices. The executive 
committee shall have the control and direction of affairs of the association, 
but shall ma.ke reports monthly. on the third Wednesday of each month of 
! their proceedings at a stated meeting, to De held at 2 o'clock in the parlors of 
the First Methodist church, Winona, Minnesota: 
Fifth-The treasurer shall forward immediately after each monthly meeting, 
to the treasurer of Hamline University, all moneys which shall have c')me in-
. to her hands for the purposes of the association, taking his receipt for the 
same. 
Sixth-Persons mny become 'members of this association upon subscribing 
to these articles and upon the payment of $1. 
IOWA.-The Iowa City ~ep1tbljcan takes the responsibility of saying that 
the University campus is the handsomest lawn in Iowa. 
Mr. George Boal son of' Hon. Geo. J Boal, of Iowa City, dropped dead in 
the University chapel on Monday morning of last week. The dece!l5ed was . 
a bright, intel\ig~nt young man of unusual promise. His untimely death has 
cast a gloom over the entire city. 
Council Bluffs Nonpareil: "The Omaha board of education will hereafter 
purchas~ books directly from the publishers and furnish them at a small ad-
vance to the teache'rs and pupils of the public schools. A sensible conclusion 
to arrive a~, and one that might be adopted pretty generally over the land with -
pecuniary advantage to pupils who can illy alJord to buy school books at the 
pr~ent high prices." 
The Trustees of Parsons College, at Fairfield, have invited Rev. Geo. ,P,. 
~ Hays, 'president of Washington and JelJerson College, Penn., 'to accept the 
presidency of the first named institution. Pres. Hays occllpies a high rank as 
aD educator, and it is to be hoped that he will accept the offer. 
A summer school of e~ucation, oratory and Germln will begi~ at Oskaloo~a 
College, lone 29, and will continue three wc!eks. Classes in special CQursel 
of schooi and college work will be formed; 
r 
I \ 
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Michigan University has elected Henry C. Adams, now assistant professor 
of Political Science in Cornell University, Hew York, as Lecturer on Political 
Econpmy. Prof. Adams is a graduat~ of Iowa College. 
Oskaloosa Notes :-A friend of the! WEEKLY send. us some items from 
Mahaska county. County Supt. Kindig has an important appeal case before 
hi~ for trial and adjudication.--Mr. A. C. Ball, one of Mahaska's best 
teachers, is an applicant for a position at Stuart. The schools at Earlham 
have been managed very successfully for three years by Mahaska teachers; 
, two years by Mr. R. H. Hartley, and the present year by Mr. W. H. Cath-
cart. The O;kaloosa school board now requires teachers to pass a city exam-
ination before they can be elected to p,)sitions in the Oskaloosa schools. 
Mr. B. V. Garwood is the efficient principal of the First Ward scho l l. The 
sixth room in his building has had but eight cases of tardiness in twenty· five 
school month. . The average per cent of attenda!lce during that time was 
94.6.--Mrs. A. E . Thomas is no longer in charge of the New Sharon 
school~ 
The annual contest of the Eastern Iowa High School Oratorical Association 
occurred at Iowa City Friday evening the 16.h. The priz~, were g"ld medals, 
of which C. L. Gillis, of Iowa City, took the first, and Fannie Sav.lge, of Ce , 
dar Falls, the second. At the business meeting of the association held in the 
afternoon, Monticello was selected for the place of the next meeting. Tile 
constitution wa, also amended so as to provide for a distribution of all funds 
in excess of $100 equally among the schools represented. The distribution 
to take place after each contest and the money to be used for the purch:lSe of 
c books or apparatus for the schools. The following officers were elected for 
the ensuing year: Presidm t-J. K . Sweeney, of Waterloo; Vice Pnsidmt 
-Mrs. F. A. Sweet, o( Iowa City; Secretary-Wm. Elden, of Independence; 
Exemtive Committee-Miss Mary Hartman, of Marshalltown; A. A. Guthrie, 
of Iowa City; and Luther Foster, of Monticello. 
The Chickasaw N.>rmal Institute, under the m.lna~eln ent of Supt. Simons, 
was a first-class affair, probably the best ever held in the county. The ex-
amination at the close was quite thorough; at least so thorough that many 
who have been holding first 'grade certificates, issued by Supt. Simons's pre-
decessor found difficulty in securing second·grade certificates. The school 
board at Nashua had to suspend a lule adopted some time ago, to the effect 
'that onl)! teachers who held first.grade certificates could be employed. 
Iowa City Academy, conducted by the Hiatt Brothers and Miss Jennie S. 
Schrader, employs six teachers. This institution has made great progress 
during tlie last three years, and now has an enrollment of over three hundred 
students. " Osceola decided bv a vote of 138 to 69 to issue $10,000 m bonds to build a 
new school house. 
The principal of the Clermont schools. Mr. B. W. Brintnall, and the teacher 
of the grammar depar.ment, Mrs. L. S. Martin, were married last week. 
The twenty·fifth marriage anniversary of Mr. Amos Row, county superin-
tendent of Allamakee county, was celebrated at Postville week before last. 
The numerous friends of Supt. Rowand his family gav(them an elegant sil-
ver set. We are gb.d to learn from a correspondent that the schools of the 
north.eastern county are in excellent condition. 
Prof. Edson, of Iowa College, has been visiting the normal schools of Mis-
IIOlIri, Illinois, Indiana, Michi"an, and Wisconsin. 
The Greenfield lranscript speaks in high praise of the essay read 
by Mrs. A. B. :iillington b.efore a large audience one e~ening during the recent 
institute held at that place. Her subject was "Moral Irt'f!uences." Of her work 
in the institute the same paper says: "One of the most commendable features 
of tbe Normal was the School taugbt by Mrs. Billington. It was composed 
of the primary dep:1rtment of Greenfield, just such in size, age, and studies as 
most of our teachers will have under their care, and her modes may serve as 
very useful and sug~estive examples for them to follow. 
, ILLINOIS.'-The arran~eme!nts made at the las't session of tbe legislature for 
killing off township high schools are beginning to go into effect. Those of 
Sidney and Tolono townships, champaign county, were slaughtered last 
week. 
'Prof. But:Cill, of Champaign, addressed pupil, ~Ild citizens at Monticello 
- high school April 23. We suspect this visit of the Professor's signifies that 
Monticello is to be aCfredited by th~ State University as an examining high 
school. 
R . Matheny, a country pedagogue near Farmer City, cleared $220 from a 
potato cro~ raised by morning and evening work last summer. We had known 
Mr. Matheny as a most energetic and ,scholarly teacher, but we had not sus-
pected his skill in Hibernian agriculture. 
\ ' 
Streator has 1,247 pupils enrolled and has 15 teachers. The schools are in 
four buildings and the superintendent has one-third of his time for , visiting. 
Supt. Trainer, of Macon county, will hold a summer normal of four, weeks, 
beginning July 19. He will be assisted ill the work of instruction by E. A. 
Gastman, of Decatur, and J. N. Wilkinson, of Peoria. 
The annual commencement of the Illinois State Normal University occurs 
this year about the middle of May. It is perplexing to know what to do 
about the alumni meeting as most of the graduates will then be at work in 
their own schools. There is talk of calling the alumni together during the 
summer session. 
Prin. I. H . Brown and most of his assistants have already been reelected 
at Edwardsville for the next year. It is proposed to lengthen the school year 
to nine months. This is a move that many other city schools in Southern 
Illinois would do well to follow. The spring term ought not to be left to be 
sustained by subscription as it now is in many places we could mention. . If 
it pays private individulls to support a private school it will pay the public to 
keep public school. 
The teacher,; and pupils of Buda schools gave 'an entertainment April 9, 
which cleared over $32. The money was divided among the five departments 
for the purchase of dictionaries, etc. We need not repeat our opinion of a 
school board's allowmg the school itself to be under the necessity of raising 
funds for such a purpose. 
Lombard University, Galesburg, begins the spring ~erm with forty students, 
six of whom are in the senior class. ' 
The Maplewood public school building at Camp Point, Ill., was destroyed 
by fire April 21. 
Fulton county teachers are making arrangements for an institute this sum-
mer, at Lewiston. Supt. Slade and Ex-Supt. Bateman are among the lecturers 
announced. 
The storm of April 18 seriously damaged the University buildings at Cham-
paign. The east wing of the main building was unroofed and the upper two 
stories of the west end of the old building were torn out. . 
The Clark County Herald in a report furnished by a visitor to the public 
schools of Marshall, speaks in high praise of Principal L. S. Kilborn and his 
assistants. The report says: "It is evident that Prof. ~ilburn does not be-
lieve in the crammirtg process, and students are made to realize that only that 
knowledge is power which find; its measure and master in the understa,nding, 
and can be applied by its possessor to s me useful purpose in life. I ~nly · 
give expression to the opinion of all the visitor3 when I say that ,our public 
school is a success. It is the aim of the teachers to aid their pupils, not ol)ly 
in acquiring a knowledge of the branches of a good English Education, but in 
the forl.Pation of a guod moral character, and we think they' sliouid have tb'e ' 
sympathy and cooperation of the entire community." , "-
The next annual session of the Woodford County Teachers' Institute wit 
be opened in Minonk, Monday, July 26, 188o, and continued five weeks. 
Prof. Joseph Carter, of Peru, well known to the teachers of Woodford county, , 
will be present during the whole seSSIOn, and assist in all the work. Ar~ 
rangements have been made in Minonk to accommodate members of the In-
stitute at THREE DOLLARS per week. It is expected that Pres. Hewett, Hon. 
James P. Slade, and probably others will spend some time ~ith the Institute, 
and lecture in the evening. It is expec;ted that Prof. Carter will deliv~r one 
evening Iccture, also. Work will be done in ail branches required for ' 
SECOND and for FIRST GRADE cerhficate; also in Stoddard's Intellectual Arith-
metic. The tuition for the whole term-live weeks-will be FoUR DOLLARS;. ' ; 
or if attendance be less than the entire five weeks, tuition will lie ONE DOLLn. · • 
per week. A public ex~mination of teachers will be held at the end of the 
session, at which the attendance during the session,-if such attendance be 
four weeks or more-will count five per cent on the GENERAL AVERAGE. T/le 
examination will be' quite hard, but a period of five weeks will be sufficient to 
prepare for very thorongh work. For further information, address the Coun- • 
ty School Superintendent, J. E. LAMB .. 
MICHIGAN.-Miss Stella Morehouse; who has written some live articles for 
the educational department of the Lever, has graduated at the Kindergarten 
Normal of Columbus, 0 ., and intends to devote herself to the Kindergarten' • 
work in this state. 
The Livings/o,. COU1Zty Republican comes to us for two or three w'eeks~ 
minus an educational dep7rtment; What' is the matter, Brother Fairfield? 
We miss your good sensible talk, and fresh gleanings. Have you a vacation'? 
"Henry C. Adams, recently appoint~d by the Board o,r Regents BS',a lec-
turer on political economy. is a graduate of an Iowa <;:allege, bas studied 
, , 
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abroad, and is now lecturing at Johns Hopkins University on political econ-
omy. 
"Herbert Tuttle, who is to lecture on international law next year, is an old 
pupil of Dr. Angell's at the University of Vermont. While in College hI! to?k 
night despatches at the telegraph' office, and also did some work on the CIty 
newspapers. After graduation he secured a position on the Boston Daily 
Advertiu r. He had not 'been on that paper many months before he was 
writing the leading art' c1es on international law subjec'ts. He was.offered the 
position of city editor, but declined the offer and went to Washtngton al a 
special correspondent for the Advertiser. He ' subsequently went abroad 
where for a number of years he held the position of Berlin correspondent of 
the Lundon News."-Ex. 
Farwell is badly afflicted WItt! diphtheria. The public schools ,of the vil· 
lage have been closed on account of its prevalence. 
The Stanton union school enrolled during the current term 320 pupils. 
The principal, Geo. Barnes, is reported as elevating the standard of education 
in that place· The wife of Prof. Barnes, and a teacher in the Stanton public 
Ichool, was elected township superintendent of schools in Sidney township, 
receivini the hugest vote of any candida'e on the ,ticket. 
OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT. 
MICHIGAN-OFFICIAL RULiNGS AND DECISIONS. 
I. The lli[e of an appltcant for a teacher's certificate ,is nowhere mentioned 
in the law, as a question to be taken into consideration in the granting of such 
certificate by a township superintendent; consequently, that is one of the 
points upon which a superintendent is expected to use bi~ best judgment. 
Morality and competency to instruct and govern a school are the requirements 
of law. 
2. A teacher cannot claim pay for tegal holidays that occur in the midst of 
a vacation; but if school is taught up to and including the last school day 
preceding a holiday, anc resumed immediately after such holiday, no deduc-
tions from the teacher's wages can be made for such holiday, although no 
school was taught thereon. 
3. Section 40 , general school laws of 1879, gives to "all persol1$ residents 
of any school district, and five years of age, an equal nght to attend any 
school therein." Under this section, persons over 20 years of ace may at-
tenc\ school without' paying tuition. The enumeration of children "between 
- 5 and 20 years old" is made solely as a basis for the apportionment of public 
school moneys, and does not ' affect the right to attend school. 
IOWA-SCHOOL RULE. 
Sg,.te Superintendent von Coelln has recently'made the following ruling. on 
questions submitted to him : 
, 'I. The Board of Directors have power to dispose of real property belonging 
to the district only as instructed to do so by the electors. Hence an action of 
the board granting a portion of a school house site for a hiih-w~y, when !lot 
, ad voted by the electors, is not warranted by law. . , 
2. There is no provision of law by which a person can be compelled to act 
. as a,member or officer of the board. 
3. While there is now no prohibition against the loan of the permanent 
flchool fund to school districts, the requirements with regard to securities are 
"fch that it will be difficult to meet them; unless the board becomes personally 
responsible as the parties securin~ the lo~n. ' 
4· A school board may contract to grant parties the use of unused rooms in 
,school-house, for meetings of a literary character: ' Such' contract must be 
subject to termination by the board at any time when the interests of the dis-
. trict require the use of the rooms for school purposes. The board must retain 
control over all /school property. . 
• 5·: Se~tion 1802, as amended, requires the treasurer to be chosen outside the 
board, in independent districts baving '!l board of three; but allows the secre: 
tary to be chosen from the board or not, as desired. Treasurers now in office 
will hold until next September, but any person chosen to 611 a vacancy in the 
office 6f tre~urer may not also act as a "member oj the board. 
6: ,There is'no provision of law by which the judges filf s~hool elections may 
rec~ive compensation f~r such services. 
Noyes' Djctionary holder grow. more p;>pular every d~t. Its practicabil-
ity and desirability are taken in at a glance; hence the success which the 
trade are bavlOR 'with it.- Western Stationer and Printer. 
.. 
Your WEEKLY is a'regular and a very welcome visitor to my table • ...:.:PriJr. 
A ; C" Hart, Nason City, -Ia. ' .. ' 
, ~ , 
THE HOME. 
THE BUSINESS OF PARENTS. 
The frequent publication of facts showing that children are being pushed 
or punished or slowly poisoned to death in our public schools, without the 
knowledge of their parents, suggests the question, "What is the business of 
parents, anyhow, in this afternoon of the nineteenth ce o: tury? Does it stop 
'simply with begetting, boarding and clothing, pampering and "raising" chil-
dren? It would seem so in too many cases. The nursing is farmed out to an 
alien, the early training of the tender babe given to a governess, the secular 
education is turned over to the state, and the religious culture to the Sunday 
Ichool, and, in a happy-go-lucky fashion, it is trusted that the child will "turn 
out well." How many parests know what their children are studying at 
school? what progress they are makin~? what influences ihey are under? 
what air they breathe? what care they are learning to take of th'eir bodies? 
What has a mother bu~ied herself about, that she does not know whe~ her 
little girl has suffered punishments at school that may make her an invalid for 
life? Where has a father kept his eyes, tbat be has not seen the moral and 
physical decay of his son? Is the newspaper, that will be stale in an hour 
of more importance to him than the character of the books that are marring 
the immortal soul of his child? The age of rush is a bad epoch for that true 
famdy life which is at the bottom of all real prosperity in the state and all true 
religion in the church. Our passion for doing thing. by wholesale, and treat-
ing everything en masse, from stocks to sC:lUls, has done much to impair the 
sweet, the holy and the necessary features of family life and government. We 
need a revival of the old-fashioned ways of rearing children in "the nurture 
and admonition of the Lord," and to habits of industry, economy, and useful-
ness.-Golden Rule. 
TALK 0 VER WHA T YOU READ. 
Nearly forty years: experience a, a teacher has sh,)wn me how little I truly 
know of a subject until I begin to explain it or teach it. L~t any young per-
son try the experiment of giving in cJn .. ~r;ation, briefly and c')nnectedly, and 
in the simplest language, the chief points of any book or article he has read, 
and he will at once see what I mean. The gaps that are likely to appear in 
the knowledge that he felt was h,is own will no doubt be very surprising. I 
know of no training superior to this in utilizing one's readi'ng, in stren&the!lini 
the memory, and in forming habits of clear, connected statement. It will 
doubtless teach other things than those I hlve mentioned, which the persons 
who honestly make the experiment will find out for themselves. Children 
who read can be encouraged to give, in a familiar way, the intere,;ting parts 
of the books they have read, wit~ great adva.ntage to all concerne~. More 
than one youth I know has laid the foundltion of intellectual taste. in aNew 
England family" wher,e .hearty encouragement was given to children and 
adults in their attempt to sketch the lectures they had heard the evening pre-
vious. The same thing wa, done with book~.-Christian Union. 
A COUNTRY SCHOOL HOUSE. 
A LETTER is just come from an old master, a schoolfellow, but an elderl y boy now, though his face to me is fresh and 
fair, for he dwell$ afar, and I have not seen him for very many 
years. H:S right hand that he was alw~ys training with chalk 
on blackboards and barn-doors, or with a jack-knife onb enches 
and, beech trees, has become quite skillful I judgel by the pencil 
picture which he sends, drawn from memory, of our old schoel-
hause . 
Some little things drop down to the bottom of the well of a 
man's heart, and stir still waters there that in the roughest weath-
er of life are ~naffected. God pity the weakness! Here have 
I been looking at and into this picture for an hour until the fire in 
the grate is well nigh gone. A cabin by the roadside, with a rude 
fence and a few scattered forest trees about it-this was our tern-
, pIe of learning, our academic grove. Next to that of my home . 
its memory is held the most 'dear. 
In later years the wants of an increased,. popul~tion required a 
larger and better house in a more accessible place. The winding 
by-road ' was abandoned for one straighter and leveller on anoth" 
·' 
~ 
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-er.route. So our school·hous':! was sequestered in a pasture range, 
and never approached except by the chance rambler over the 
hills and across the fields , For a long time it was thus left un-
used au'd unmolested, to moulder and crumble in its loneliness, 
just as it was when the key was turned in its lock the evening of 
. ' the last day of school. 
One fine summer afternoon a great while afterward, I, an idler, 
strayed that way. A light wind was breathing soft music in the 
leaves of the well-remembered trees, which seemed shrunken in 
.proportions since the days of companionship, for I had lately 
been accustomed to the lofty buildings of cities, and had passed 
through mountainous regions on railway cars. The fields we're 
smaller and the hills lower and nearer than of yore. The whole 
landscape appeared dwarfed . But it was familiar, and the songs 
of well-known birds, the plaintive bleating of sheep, and a cow_ 
bell rung by a gentle creature grazing not far ~way, revived feel-
ing of old times . 
.. I stood in the shade of one of the kind trees and looked at the 
antiquated building, brooding there like an aged and sorrowful 
mother, deserted by her children. I walked around it and in-
spected it. It looked so small and pitiful. With half eager de-
sire, with half reluctance I tried the door,which was still staunch, 
and its lock was firm. A window-shutter Was found less secure. 
This was pried open, the window raised with some difficulty, and 
I managed to enter. The daylight that l ollowed me in, and rays 
of sunshine pouring down through several small holes in the 
roof, p.nabled me to see, though the room was dingy and melan-
choly, and had a musty smell. I believe I was the first intruder 
since school closed. The desks and be:;ches were all there in 
position, covered thick with dust. A pile of damp ashes and 
charred chunks of wood were in the fireplace. The wa ter · bucket, 
'on a bench near the door, had fallen to pieces. Faint chalk· 
marks were on the blackboard. The floor creaked under my 
footsteps. The smoke-blackened rafters were hung with spider-
web curtains. Had I been a fanciful person, I might have con· 
jured up .spirits, and peopled these benches with scholars who 
were in their graves. On a shelf! found a:worn, torn, spelling-
_ book, "out of print," and in the master's desk a copy of the New 
Testament. These I appropriated, let myself out by the way I 
got in, and carefully closed llP the house. I spent the rest of the 
afternoon in a picnic by myself in the immediate neighborhood. 
The fence was gone, several of the trees were dead, and two or 
three had entirely disappeared . I was able, however, to locate 
many ' interesting spots-very interesting to me, but of the com-
mon·place -order which attaches to thousands of schools that were 
and are multiplying in this good land. 
Over in that direction (the path is blotted out) a pair of us 
boys were wont to go, in school hours, to fetch a bucket of wa-
ter from a neighbor's well. Favoritisms were shown in -the se-
lections of partners for this task, and much rivalry in obtaining 
toe master's consent. After the hot chase of .noon spell, with 
. exeeeding impatience the return of the water-carrier was await-
ed. The cup-bearer in the school-room dispensed royal blessing. 
The draught enjoyed, for coolness and sweetness, was, to any-
thing of this latter day, beyond compare. Yarn balls that the 
m'Others made from unravelled stocking and covered with ticking; 
paddles that were whittled from clapboards; marbles trad~d for 
, with eggs at the village store; whistles of pawpaw and will ow-
wood in the spring time when the bark was, juicy, and whips with 
plaited !ashes of the same raw material;, clumsy kites that seldom 
~flew, lmd when they did, at the ends of miserably short strings; 
... 
pop-gu~s of elder tubes into which we blew air and suddenly 
clapped in the chewed paper wad to give to the bullet more 
force, as we thought-these were about the only standard and le-
gitimate playthings for the boys when this school-house was in 
it!? glory. Less variety of amusement was there for the girls, and 
little beyond the "tag" games of blind-man's buff, hide and 
seek, pussy wants a corner, etc., motherly attention to rag babies, 
wifely care of broken dishes, and Vanity Fair, with flowers and 
dandelion curls; yet with these simple employments-we knew 
none better-there was much to look back to with pleasure in 
after years. In the small bunch of little rustic lads I knew, fed 
in blood and mind on plain food, there were buds of sterling 
stuff that came out grandly in trials of life where only the best , 
material would have stood the test. The little maids of bare-
foot frolic and dandelion curls at length stood by their homes 
with Spartan fortitude as wives and mothers away on honored 
fields . 
This country school-house, now vanished, with its paths lead-
ing this way and that way, worn by the feet of children going 
from and to their humble homes-this rustic nursery of my youth 
-I am glad to have placed w!th its sisters and.daughters, among 
the noblest institutions or" the nation .-Ex. 
THE CHICAGO INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION . 
CONSTITUTION AND BY LAWS. 
PREAMBLE. We, the undersigned, for the purpose of mutual improvement, 
a better acquaintance, and a more perf.:ct sympathy with each other in our 
work, do hereby organize ourselves into an association, and adopt the follow-
ing constitution and by-laws for our guidance: 
ARTICLE I. This associatio<l shall be called the Chicago Institute of Edu-
cation. 
!'-RTICLR II. Any person interested in pedagogy may become a member of 
this institute upon receiving the affirmltive vote of three·fourths of the memo 
bers present at any regular meeting, paymg the membe,rship fee of three dol-
lars, and signing the constitution. 
AIlTICLE III. ~ I. The offi:ers ' of this institute shall consist of a president, 
two vice 'presidents, a secretary, and a treasurer. 
~ 2_ The officers shall be elected by ballot at the regular meeting in April" 
or as soon thereafter as may be. 
§ 3. The work of thi~ Institute shall be laid out by an executive committee, 
to consist of the president, two vice-presidents, and two additional members 
of the Institute appointed by the president. , 
ARTICLE IV. The duties of the officers of this Institute shall be those usu-
ally discharged by such officers. 
ARTICLE V. ~ I. The regular-meetings of this Institute shall be held on 
the third Saturday of each month, excepting July and August. 
§ 2. Special meetings may be called at any time by the preSident and secre-
tary, upon the joint applicallon of three members, th e notice of such meeting 
to state the purpose thereof. 
§ 3. A quorum for the transaction of business shall consist of at least nine 
members, but literary exercises may be conducted at any regular meeting, by 
any number of members present. ' , 
ARTICLE VI. Ammdments to tlu Constitutio1t. By-laws may be made at 
any regular meeting, provided that these amendments have been proposed in 
writing at a previous regular meeting, and that they receive an affirmative vote 
of two·thirds of the members present. 
BY-LAWS. 
Rul~ I. The funds of this Institute shall be derived from a membership fee 
of three dollars, and from sueh special assessments as may be ,from time to 
time necessary. . 
Rul~ I I. All election's for membership shall be by ballot, and shall be:-legal 
only when the name of the person voted for shall have been proposed at a pre-
vious meeting. 
R2t/~ III. At the regular meeting in June, the executive committee shall 
present a program for the succeeding year, beginmng with the month of Sep-
tember, and have the same printed. ' 
Rul~ IV. The order of business of this Institute sha' l be as follows : 1. 
Mil)utes of last meeting. 2. Reports from officers. 3. Reports of standing 
committees. 4. Reports of special committees. 5. Deferred business. 6. New 
business. 7. Election of officers. 8. Papers prepared for Institute, and dis-
c.ussion of them. 9. Verbal commnnications, and discussions of them~ \ 
Rul~ V. All questions of points of order shall be decidlld by' Ro.."~r/'s Rules 
of Or"". . 
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Personal. 
Duane Doty will lecture before the Chicago Institute of Education May IS. 
John P. Yoder, of Danvers, Ill., with J. S. Popple, has begun the publi-
cation of the Dispatch. , 
John T. Morse has been elected Overseer of Harvard College for six years, . 
in place of Rev. Dr. Bellows, declared ineligible. 
Mr. Philip Gilbert Hamerton intends shortly to present himself as a candi-
date for the Professorship of Fine Art in the University of Edinburgh. 
Hon. Trenor W. Park has given $[,000 for the purchase of books for the 
Free Library in B~nnin~on, Vt. The library now contains upward of 3,000 
volumes. 
It is rep;rted that Prof. Edward Searing, former State Superintendent of 
Public Instruction in Wisconsin, has accepted the principalship of the Minne-
sota State Normal School at Mankato. 
Prof. George G. Bush, of Quincy, Ma~., has been appointed Professor of 
Latin in MiddleJ:>ury College, to succeed Prof. Solon Albee. Prof. Bush is a 
,raduate of Wesleyan Univer. ity, class of '66. , 
George B. Lane, A. M., formerly of Rochester, and for a numbt r of years 
principal of the Carrlane School at St. Louis, Mo., is prominently mentioned 
in connection with the superintendency of school~ in the latter city. 
Mr. Robert C. Winthrop, of Boston, presented to President Hayes the de~k 
upon ' which Jefferson wrote the Declaration of tndependence. The gift comes 
from the heirs of Joseph Coolidge, of Boston, to whom Jefferson himselr gave 
it. , Mr. Coolidge's wife was the grandaughter o( Jefferson. 
LITERARY NOTES. 
-D. Appleton & Co. hbe on exhibition a monster petition, containing 
over 44 feet of names, that was sent to the Board of Education 11). Little Rock, 
Ark., askil~g for the adoption of their popular Series of Readers in the public 
scliools of the city. . That the petition wa~ not longer is said to be because 
there were no more cjtizen,s to 'sign it. This show. that tlie books will have 
a cordial reception there. They deserve it.-N. Y. School Y ourna,t. 
-That striking paper by Washington Gladden in the ~arch St. Nicholas-
"Disadvantages of City Boys"-is followed, in the May number of the maga-
aine, by "A Talk with Girls and their mothers," from the same writer. 'The 
facts on which the first article was founded were obtained by canvassing . one 
hundred highly successful men. The second paper, also, is based on facts,-
facts and the wisdom won by ripe expenence, communicated to Mr. Gladden 
'/ by a large nuber ofthe most eminent ladies in his own city. 
-Messrs. Jansen, McClurg & Co. announce that on May I they will issue 
the first number of a monthly periodical, devoted to literary news and criti-
cism, to be called The Dial. It will be a journal of not less than sixteen 
large paies, printed on heavy laid paper, with neat and elegant ~ypography. 
• ..Its contents will comprise criticlli reviews of imp:Jrtant new books, with 
briefer descriptive notices, fresh literary notes and news, personal gossip about 
authors, lists of the books published during each month, and announcements 
of those soon to appear ;-in brief, a complete, monthly index and review of 
current literature, for the use of book-buyen and the trade, as well a~ for all 
persons ,Of literary tastes. Sub.cription price. one dollar per year. Ten cents 
per copy. 
Clerk Maxwell (with portrait); Correspondence; Editor's ,Table; Literary 
Notices; Popular Miscellany; and Notes. D. Appleton & Co., New York. 
The publishers offer extraordinary inducements to new subscribers, and teach-
ers wishing to purchase any stalldard works of a popular scientific nature will 
do well to send for the Premium List. 
-One of the marvels of this age, in the line of printing and publishing, is 
the St:\.ndard Serie. of I. K. Funk & Co., of New York. The first of thi s 
series is John Ploughman'S Talk; or, Plain Advice to Plain People, by 
Charles H. Spurgeon l usual price, g::> cents) , and On the Choice of B )oks, by 
Thomas Carlyle (umal price, 50 cents), both in one for 12 cents. The second 
is Manliness of Christ, by Thomas Hughes, Q. C. (usual price $1.00), price, 
10 cents; Third, Macaulay's Essays (usual price $[,00), price, [5 cents; 
Fourth, Light of A~ia; or, The Great Renunciation (u,ud price 1[,50), by 
Edwin Arnold, price, 15 cents; N J' 5, Imitation of Christ, by Thomas .A. • 
Kempis (usual price, $1 .00) price 15 cents; Nos. 6 and 7, Life of Christ, by 
Canon Farrar, without notes. The Contents and the Comprehensive Index 
in full. In two parts (usual price $2 .50), price per part, 25 cents; No.8, 
Carlyle's Essay. (I\sual price, $1 .00), price 20 cents; NO.9, Life and W"rk 
of St. Paul, by Canon Farrar, in two parts, price per part, 25 cents; No . II, 
Self-Culture,-Intellectual, Physical, and Moral, by John Stuart Blackie (us- , 
ual price $['00), price 10 cents ; Nos. 12 -Ig, Knight's Celebrated Popular 
History of England, notes, appendix, and letter press complete, in eight parts; 
price per p:ut, 30 cents, or In two large volumes bJund in cloth, $2 .g0. (For-
mer price, $[8.0»); Nos. 20 and 2[, Ruskin's Letters to Workingmen and 
L'lborers, For. Clavigera, complete in two parts, price per PJ.rt, 15 cents. 
The publication of these works 'is a vigorous ,attempt to supplant the sensa-
tional novel, which is working such fearful harm among the masses, espec-
ially the young. They are printed in large type, on good paper, and bound 
in stout manila covera. Books of the same class are paged consecutively, so 
that they can be bound together in volume; of ab.:>ut 600 to 800 pages each; 
an index and title page for the entire class will accompany the last number Of 
the class. This gives us first class books at about one-tenth the former prices. 
Next time you take out your pocket-book to buy a cigar, turn to the book-
store and purchase one of these books instead-with the same money. 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
-Lee and Shepard present our readers a new a.dvertisement every week. 
Their list contain some very v~luable books. 
-Prof. O. P. liay, of Irvington, Ind., Professor of Natural History in 
Butler University, intends to visit Mississippi again this summer for the pur-
pose of collecting zoological specimens. His advertisement in ano~her col-
umn invites correspondence from parties who would like to accompany him. 
-One of the grand works of Americanpublishers is Lippincott's Gazettur. 
It stands alone, and there is no need of a rival. For five years past editoT5 
have been at work rewriting and enlarging it for a new publication, which 
this euterprising house now announces to be ready. The publishers have spent 
over jijtv thousand dollars in the production of this edition, the largest amount 
of money ever Invested in the issue of anyone unillustrated volume. They, 
know the value of the work to the English speaking world, and that it must 
be placed in every school and library in the land as second only to an Una-
bridged Dictionary. This new editioQ contains notices of over 125,000 pla-
ces, covering 2,478 pages, imperial octavo. The price has also been retained 
at '$lo for tbe regular library style. Orders may be sent direct toJM. pub-
lishers, Qr to the,: Accommodatio,n DepartDlent of the WEEKLY. 
HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHATE For Mental Exhaustion, Overwork, Etc.-
I have taleen Horsford's Acid Phosphate. It has done me more good tha. 
any other medicine I, ever took. I shall take more. 
RACINE, WIS. REV. S. N. GRIFFITH. 
[HaDded to the Editor by a Chicago School-ma'am.) 
, BOYS. 
-The 'May number of the Popular Science Monthly contains' an unusual 
number 'of important articles on diverse subjects. The first is by Prof. J. M. 
Buchan, entitled " Climate and Complexion." Then follows "The Carbon 
Button," by E. A. Engler, in' which the writer gives an elabora.te and in-
'structive account of the growth of the telephone. It is prof.J6ely illustrated. 
The Lord Bishop of Carlisle's article on G:>d in Nature 10 the Ninetemth 
Cmtury isrepublished, ~~ being of sp~cial intere lt tJ thO le concerned jn the 
question o( religion and 'science. The author skillfully defend. the study of 
physical science against the charie of atheistic tendencies. "Sham Admira-
tion in 'Literature" is a pungent expose of the emptines; of m~ch of our liter-
ary,talk' concerning authors and J)ooks, by James Payn. Other articles are 
... the Impediment of Adipose-a Celebrated Case," by E. Vale Blake: "The Most boys are fond of playi,ng. 
J:leasur,e of 'Visible Form," by James Sully; "Hysteria and Demonis'm, a They are generally into mischief, except good boys. 
Study in Morbid P.ychology," 'by Charles Richet, w:hich is an article abound- ,-They like to play marbles, apin tops, fly kites, kick foot-balls, and throw 
tng in new and m 'lst imp:lrtant_ view. concerning those singular pr eversions ' sJlow-balls. . ' 
of conduct that result from the morbid action of the nerV.lUi system. There Boys are always .tearing their clothes, but how do they ~o it? Why, be-
, are also "Bacteria as D~3troyers of InsectR," by -E. Ray Lankester, F. R. S.; cause they climb fences and trees. But why do ther climb fences? Because 
'!Some 'Facts..aua Fictjons in Z)ology,'; by 'Dr. Andrew Wilson; "The_E lec- ' they want to lo'ok over into the next yard. The question the boys ask 4tely 
trical P.alyscope" (illustrated); ·'Ca.ptnre amoni the Molilisks" (illustratecL); is "Have you got a bycycle" ? By ONE O~ THEM. 
"How lnaec~ Direct their Flight," 'by M. J •. c!e Bellesme; Sketch of ,James ' I Nine ,ytars_ olrl. 
" 
" 
THE /ENEID -OF VIRGIL, TRANSLATED By GEORGE HOWLAND, OHIOAGO. 
Thus she recounts, and at once, with Aeneas, leads on to the palace, 
And at the same time orders an offering made in the temples:; 
Nor in the meantime omits, for his friends at the shore, a rich present, 
Sending twenty bullocks, and bristling swine a full hundrea, 
635 And in addition she sends them a hundred fat lambs with their mothers, 
Bountiful cheer for the day. ' 
But the apartments within with imperial splendor are furnished, 
Where in the midst of the house they prepare a magnificent banquet; 
Tapestries wrought with nice art, and richly embroidered with purple, 
640 Ta)Jles weighed down with silver and 'gold whereon were engraven 
All the brave deeds of her fathers, a long and continuous series, 
Traced through so many brave men from her anCient family founder. 
Nor were the father's affections at rest in the heart of Aeneas, 
But in all haste to the ships he dispatches Achates, to carry 
645- Word to Ascanius there, and to bring him back to the city. 
All the fond thoughts of the father are in his Ascanius centered. 
Gifts, too, he bids him,bring, of the things saved from Troy, a large mantle, 
S,tiff with the figures of gold, with which it was richly inwoven, 
Also a vail woven round with a border of yellow acanthus-, 
65,0 Wear of the Grecian-Helen, and carried with her from Mycenae, 
- When she departed for Troy and that prohibited union, 
.Given by Leda, her mother, a present of wonderful beauty; 
And in addition the scepter Ilione formerly carried,-
-Eldest of Priam's daughters was she,-and also a necklace, 
655 Setwith great pearls, and a crown of gold doubly studded with jewels. 
- Speeding his mission, Achates directed his course to the vessels. 
But Cytherea revo~ves new plots in her heart, and new projects, 
Planning 'how changing his look and appearance and style of expression, 
Cupid in sweet Ascanius' place may 'come and by presents 
Wake the fierce love of the ,queen, and inflame all her being with passion,-
Fearing the treacherous house and the double-tongued Tyrians ever;-
Thoughts of harsh Juno torment her, recurring at night with new terrors; 
Therefore she goes to winged Love and addresses him thus with entreaty: 
"Son, thou my strength, my great power; 0 son, who alone disregardest 
"All the great Father's dread bolts, before which e'en giants are helpless, 
" Suppliant come I to thee in my need and implore thine assistance. 
"How that thy brother, Aeneas, around o'er the sea to all countries 
"Hjther and thither is borne .through the hatred of merciless Juno" 
" 'All is well known to thee, and thou has oft grieved at our sorrow j •. 
II NQW by her flattering words the Phrenician Dido detains him; 
t 
" Greatly I fear the resuit of all this Junonian kindness. 
"She will not cease in her effort at this so important a crisis; 
"Wherefore I purpose by craft to surprise the queen at the outset, 
"And to invest her with passion, that she may be changed by no power, 
675 ," But that with me she may still be possessed with great love for Aeneas; 
" How to accomplish this purpose now listen to my proposition! 
" At his fond father's request the princely boy, in whom centers 
"All my great care, is preparing to seek the Sidonian city, 
"Bearing some gifts from the sea and the flames of Troy yet remaining. 
680 "Laid in deep sleep I purpose now either on lofty Cythera, 
" Or in some consecrate spot of Idalia closely to hide him, 
"Where he witI neither know of our plots, nor appear to obstruct them; 
" Artfully counterfeit now for only one night his appearance, 
"And the known look of the boy assume in your boyish expression, 
685 " So that when Dido delighted shall take thee with joy to her bosom, 
"There at the royal feast 'neath the smile of the wine god expanding, 
" When she shall fondly caress thee, imprinting thy lips with sweet kisses, 
"Thou may'st infuse the sweet poison, and kindle unseen a fierce passion: " 
Love without question obeys the words of his dearly-loved mother, 
690 Lays by his wings, and delighted steps forth with the gait of lulus. 
Venus, moreover, calm' rest through the limbs of lulus diffuses, 
Ana to the lofty groves of Idalia, pressed to her bosom, 
Then the fair goddess conveys him, where marjoram breathing sweet odors 
Casts its cool shadows above him, and softly surrounds him with flowers. 
695 Cupid obeying her word had gone to the Tyrian city, 
Bearing the royal gifts~ and guided witn joy by Achates. 
At his arrival the queen on her golden couch is already 
Seated amid the rich purple, herself in her place in the center. 
Father Aeneas now and the youthful Trojans assemble 
700 Taking the places assigned them, on purple couches reclining. 
Water, by men in attendance', is brought for the hands, and smooth towels; 
Then they provide them with bread, 'which is carried in large wicker baskets; 
Fifty maid-servants within, to whose care is intrusted this service, 
Furnish the courses in order, and worship the gods with frankincense; 
70S These then ,a hundred others, and men of like age, a full hundred, 
Place, as received, on the tables, and place thereon also the goblets. 
Tyrians aiso, in crowds', o'er the joyous threshoids come thronging, 
, On the embroidered 'couches reclining as they are directed, 
Viewing with wonder the gifts of Aeneas, with wonder Iulus. 
710 St'ruck by the glorious face of the god, and )lis counterfeit accents, 
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PUBLISHERS'DEPARTMENT. 
BACK NUMBERS of the WBBKLV will be furnished for ten cents each until the supply is exha~ted. 
In ordering a change in the address of your paper, always 
give the postollice and state/rom which you wish the ad· 
dress changed. 0 
- Remittances should be sent by registered letter, draft, or 
postollice money order, payable to S. R. W,NCHBLL & Co. 
• Do "ot se"d Ba"k ChICk,: TIu~' &Olt ;'1 rj &e"t, apiece for collection. . . . 
TERMS OF SUBSGRIPTION. 
~ne year (40 Nos.). ".50. I.f p~}d in adv::nce. ,..00. 
SIX montbs (20 Nos.). 1.50. 1.25. 
Three montbs (10 Nos.) .75. " . " .65 
Each Monthly Edition. 50conts a year in advance. 
ADVBRTISING RATES FOR SINGLE INSBRTIOl'll: 
_Full Outside page._._.,.o.OO ) One,halfColumn(5 in.) '7.50 
Full Inside ~age .......... 30 00 Three lnches .. __ oo ....... 5.00 
One·halfInslde Page , IS.OO Inch Cards ............. , 1.75 
Full Column ,,0 in.) ... '4.00 Per Line .. o .......... ... : . .15 
Special Notices, .0 tents per lIne by. count. 
DISCOUNTS • • 
2- insertions to p,e,r cent. I 20 insertions 40 p,e,r. ce.,nt. 
• 20 If ' 40 Ie So 
' 10 30 h " 
AdverUltlllt'lltl runnln r one ",onth ~ ""lIre are lu6 .. 
lished in all the seven monthly - edition, Without 'extra 
charge. . 
• ·da~eo~ri:~~:.ld be received by Saturday noon. previous to 
Each advertising page of THB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY 
contains three columns, each column ten inches and one 
inch twelve lines. . ' 
N o advertisement will be inserted for less than one dollar. 
Orders from strangels !'lust be paid monthly in advance . 
Address all communications to . 
S .. R . WINCH1!:LL & CO., Chlca&o, 
SHELDON &-CQ., 
, 
~blish the (ollowinK NEW and A.TTRACTIVB School Books . 
OlneY'a Arlthmetlc8. ' 
(A-full Common School course in two books.) 
Olney's :Algebra8 and Higher Mathematic8. 
Patterson'8~ Spellers. 
Colton'sNew Geographies. . ~ 
Shaw'8 English Literature . 
'Lossing'S Ontline ofU. S. History. 
Hooker's New PhY8iology. . 
Chapin's First Principles ofPolitlcal Economy. 
Avery'8 Elementll of Natural Phllo80phy. 
Hill's Elem, of Rhetoric and Compollitlon. 
Palmer'8 Elements of Bookkeeping. 
Introductory Prices Greatly Reduad. 
Chicago Ollic~, Lakeside Building; Room 9. 
, eRAS. DESIL VER &: SONS, 
'70' Chestnut, Philadelphia. Publishers 01 • 
Interlinear Classics', 
LATIN ....... VirJrll. Ceesar, Horace. Clcero.8allnst. 
Ovid. Juyen"al. and Ltvy . . .. _.,.2.25. ' 
GREEK, -Homer's road. GO)Jpel St. John, and 
Xenophon's Anab818 ....... 2.'75. 
Sample paces free. Send for tenos and circulan. 
ALLINC'S 
Superior Writing Inks 
And Offic~ucilage. 
Writing, I Oopying, Marking, Inde(ible, 
StamlJing, Japan, Stylographic, SY"lp-atJietic, 
Transfer, Gold, Silver and White 
INKS_ 
FLUIDS, BLACKt • CARMINEJ. VIOLET, BLUE, GREEr; AND SCAKLET. 
Alling'S Deep Black Ink I Teachers and Superintend 
eats of .. nools will find du • . Tnk tbe best adapted to their 
usc, as it writ,s /Jlack, fUfI,r tl&ickml "" 'lllou/dI, IS "Oft-
cor .. OIWI, poueu .. rreat fluidity, pe utrllti"" aM per. 
",,,,,mel, a,,'d;'lIy .. .,ist, tlu act,,,,, offrose. 
ILLUSTRATED PRICE L l -S1. 
'And DiscoUnt tberefrom on specified quantities promp,tly 
furnished by addressing THOS. H. BUSH, General 
We.tet;' ,~gent for • . 
. F,RED. D.: ALLINC, -
70 Metropolitan-Block. Chica&o, Ill. 
A LIBRARY 
. Number 15~ 
SOD1e"th.1.:n.g Ne~ 
-FOR-
FOR NOTHINGi UNDEitYrifipALis ' 
WE are desirous ofdo~bling 'our subscriptton . list during • the present year I and as means to that end we offer the 
following list of ' 
BY GEO. F. ROOT. 
. -, 
PREMIUMS. 
I:: SUBSCRIBERS will entitle tbe sender to anyone of the 
tI following list of British poets . These books arc elegantly 
printed aud substantially bound in cloth : 
Burns. I vol.. 522 pp. Coleridge. I vol.. 468 pp. 
Byron, I vol.. 40S pp. Crabbe, I vol.. 549 pp. 
eampbcll. I vol., 386 pp. Goldsmith, I vol.. 35' pp. 
Cowper, I vol.. 504 pp. Mrs. Hemans, I vol.. 394 Pl'. 
Milton, I voL, 552 pp. Shakespeare, I vo!., "'97 pp. 
Moore, • . vo!., 4' 0 pp. Scott I vol., 580 pp. 
Ossian, J VO!', 492.PP. Wordsworth, I vol., 539 pp. 
Pope, I vol., 515 pp. Tennyson. I vo!., 744 pp; 
Tho • . Hood. I vol., 474 pp. Choice Foems, I vol., 408 pp. 
Also, any one of the following : 
Arabian Knights, 543 pp. 
DaIlt •• 800 pp. ' 
VIrgil,. trarisla~ed by Dryden. 533 pp. 
1 0 SUBSCR 1 BER" I any two of the above books. Also; • Geik,e's Life of Cnrist. 900 pp . 
Taine', History of English Litera' ure, 730 pp. 
eruden's Concordance, 1200 ~p . 
Dictionary "fShakespearian I.luotations. 41S pp. 
20 SUBSCRIBERS, Chambers' Cyclopedia of Eoghsh Literature,4 vol •. , 33
'
4 pp. 
Josep~us' Cemplete' Works; Ir42 pp. 
Kollins' Ancient History', I31S pp. 
Any American Monthlj Magazine. 
Macaulay's History of Enltland. S vols. 
30 SUBSCRIBERS, any seven 01 the books found in the 
first list. . . 
31:. SUBSCRIBERS. Zell's Condensed Cyclopedia. 884 tI pp. Leather. , 
1::0 SUBSCRIBERS, Webster's Ur.abridged Dictionary 
tI Scott's comp'ete Works, '3 vols. 
60 SUBSCRIBERS, Dickens' C'1.mplete Works. '3 vols. Cooper's Complete Works, 16 vol •. . 
Library of Universal Knowledge. 20 vol • . 
No such chance has ever been offered to teachers before. 
During IS79 a larKe number of countY superintendents and 
teachers 5.:ot in c.ubs of 25 to a 100. 
\ 
ITS WORTH. 
Bee now th e l'roCesston value the CBNTRAL : 
"It is just what our live teachers appreciate and like, and 
deserves a wide circulation, {rom the fact of its excellent 
quahties in all respects."-C. E . Larned. Supt. Champaign 
County, Illinois. 
ftThe CBNTRAL contains reading and suggestions,.that are 
'-xceedinRly practical for the cOmmon school teachers. u_ 
John W. West, Sup!. Dane County. Wisconsin. 
"No teacher who wishes to do his or her best- can do 
without it,"-Farm1ngton Ga.ette. 
" THB CBNTRAL SCHOOL JOURNAL is dotng valuable work 
for the cause of educatlon."-Eclectic Teacher. 
"We must say that the Iowa CENTRAL SCHOOL JOURNAL 
for November ·iooks exceedingly healthy. ThIS one contains 
~great -deal of excellent matter, original and Fclccted. The 
editorial notes arc PIthy and appropriate to the work of 
such a paper and the tim... The !lew; is as full and fresh as 
in any of the educational monthlies east ('Ir west:' -Chicago 
Inter-Ocean . 
CANVASSERS ' 
Arc wanted in every county in the Northwest. The sub· 
scnption price is only 50 CENTS PER YEAR, and few 
teachers ~ill refuse to subscribe, if solic,ted . 
\ Address, CENTRAL SCHOOL JOUR:>IAL, 
Keokuk. Iowa. 
500 OL rRQ VM~'A' And earnest, faithful CJ 1""" 4 Irl' Christi:uls ADAPTBD 
TO G'oSPIIL WORK can nd a ' 01 for labor while at the same 
time engaging IN A PLBASANT and P.ROPITABLB AVOCATION 
ia bannonr with their work. Address, 
National Gospel Ohart-Association, 
16~ La8~le !it., Chicago. 
PtA IS. DIALOGUES & TABLEAUX. 
For Schools and Amateurs, of suitable length. from dramas 
to short farees, Number of charact ... and time required to 
suit all. No scenery required. Very pppular. and .. ecnr--
i"K AirA4,t "raul fro", teache .. , awd pre... Recitati4n, 
·Send for full descriptive catalogue. . 
. T. 8. DENISON 
70 Metropolitan Block, Chica&o, ill. 
UNDER 
. THE 
PALMS 
Is an ORATORIO CANTATA based 
upon Scripture. It Is p erfectly adap-
ted to the needs of Sunday-School8, 
and i8 de8igned especially for the 
exercises of 
)·LORA.I; SUNDAY. HARVEST SUNDAY. 
CHRISTMAS. 
SUNDAY EVENING, ANNIVERSARY DAY. 
AND EASTER. 
It abounds with beautiful musical and floral elfects, and 
represents Christ as the Deliverer. The music is bright, 
simple and lastmg. 
Sunday -School Superintendents 
Will find in "UNDER THE PALMS" just what the have 
long sought for. 
PrIce, 30 cents, by mail;, 83 a dozen. by expre8s. 
••• Single specimen copy sent on receipt of 2S cents. 
JOHN CHURCH & CO., 
CINCINN..(fTI, .OHIO. 
Pbjladelpbia Singer. 
EQUAL TO ANY. 
This cut represerts the most pop_u-
lar Style for the people. which we olfer 
you for the very low price of TWBNT1! 
DOLLARS. Renum6ert we do tlot ask 
,'0" to pay ""til you lta'lle s~." t~e 
Mackine After havmg exammed It, 
ifit is not all we'represent retum it to 
us at our expense. Consult your in .. 
lereSIS and order at once. Send for 
illustrated circular. 
OHiRLE8 A, YlOOD & 00" 
No •• 7 N. TENTH STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Wanted···Live CanVaSSelS 
To handle an attractive book especially useful durina; tb. 
political boom of IS80. 
EDWARD P. BROOKS & 00., 
164 La Salle St., Chicago 
L_ BaOHE, 
.66 Randolph St.,-
Engraver and Die Sinjler, 
Stencils, Rubber Stamps, Etc. 
Amateur Printing Presses 
aud ',,11 kinds of Type. 
SU)UIER SCIENTIFIC EXClJRSION. , 
- . ' The undersigned. Prof. of Natural History in Butler 
University f Indianapolis, Ind., having recendy" ~.tumed 
from Mississippi, wishes to organiz. a pa rty to VISit that 
State again during the summer vacation, for the pU~5~ of 
collecting zoological specimens, and Cretaceous and T~rtlar.y 
fossils. Solicits correspondence. Address at IrvmgtoD, 
Ind. -
O. P. HAY. 
EYE SIGHT. GOOD AND BAD. 
. . By R . Bruden~1l Carter, M. D. With lIIustratioDl. 
Pnce ".50 . • I B Ge ' Eye-Sight a.nd How to Care for t. y orge -
C Harlan M' D with Illustra tions. Price 50 cts. 
o HeBJ.:ing a'Dd How To Keep. It, By ,C. H. 
Burnett, M. lJ. Price 50 cts. Just P ubh. h.d. COP"! le1It 
oy mail Cree upon receipt of price. Catalo~\les furnIshed. 
• PRESLEY. BLAKISTON,' 
Publisber of MedIcal SCientific llooks, 1012 Walnut 
Street. Philadelphia. . 
REwARDS OF MERIT. Teachers'pricelistfree. ~amJles ­
fOrJoc,(silverorstamps)F. E . Ad!-ms, Hill • H 
